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Jayaram Mudigonda, Ph.D.
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Supervisor: Harrick M. Vin

The design of packet processing systems is guided by two requirements: (1) high

packet processing throughput, and (2) ease-of-programming. Meeting these two

requirements simultaneously has proved to be challenging primarily because, packet

processing aggravates the well-known problem of memory bottleneck. To overcome

the memory bottleneck, today’s packet processing systems support a wide-range of

mechanisms such as exposed memory hierarchy, multithreading, and non-blocking

multi-word accesses. However, supporting many such mechanisms without clear

guidelines for their usage complicates programmability and wastes system resources.

In this dissertation, we ask two fundamental questions: (1) what minimal set

of mechanisms should a packet processing system support to simultaneously achieve

the goals of high throughput and ease-of-programming? and (2) how should one

allocate common system resources such as chip area and off-chip memory bandwidth

to these competing mechanisms? We make three contributions.

First, we demonstrate that the minimal set must include data caches and

multithreading for two reasons: (1) contrary to the widely-held belief, packet pro-
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cessing exhibits considerable data locality and (2) relying exclusively on either data

locality or packet-level parallelism leads to low packet throughput.

Second, we demonstrate that no fixed configuration of caches and multi-

threading works well across a spectrum of deployments (combinations of applica-

tion, workload, and system characteristics). Achieving high throughput in all cases

requires a malleable architecture that allows deployments to trade off resources be-

tween data caching and multithreading.

Third, we develop such a malleable architecture based on a novel predic-

tive register prefetcher that efficiently overlaps the execution of a thread with the

thread-switch. Our predictor is accurate and imposes no significant overheads. We

demonstrate that for the same chip area and memory bandwidth, our architecture

achieves four times the throughput of current commercial systems.

We argue that our architecture simplifies programmability. Data caches,

unlike the mechanisms used today, are transparent to programmers and compil-

ers. Further, our architecture eliminates the need for explicit thread scheduling

as threads can be switched on cache misses. Thus, our approach simultaneously

achieves both, high throughput and ease-of-programming. In addition, our find-

ings lay the foundation for managing data accesses in the broader class of high-

throughput, request-processing systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet has witnessed an exponential growth in link bandwidths over the past

decade. While advances such as Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM)

have led to tremendous growth in link bandwidths at network core, newer access

technologies such as DSL are making these large bandwidths available to end-users.

Together, these advances have sparked interest in a wide-variety of sophisticated new

applications such as Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), media-on-demand, voice-

over-IP, and security related services such as virus-scanning and intrusion detection.

All these emerging applications involve packet processing that is significantly

more complex than the simple routing and bridging functionalities supported by cur-

rent packet processing systems. Like any other complex system, implementations of

these applications must evolve continuously. Such evolution is necessitated not only

by simple bug-fixes, but also by more fundamental algorithmic updates that would

be required as the applications are enhanced or scaled to larger user populations.

Hence, an ideal packet processing system that is expected to support these com-

plex applications in high-bandwidth environments, must: (1) achieve high packet

throughputs and (2) be easily programmable (to facilitate application evolution)

Observe that, an easily programmable system fosters innovation not only in
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the applications and services, but also in the network architecture itself (which in

turn, can facilitate more applications). To illustrate, consider the wide deployment

of the current Internet and how its functionality has been ossified in fixed-function

routers that implement IP-forwarding in hardware. These hard-to-change routers

make it difficult to introduce new network architectures and protocols that can

benefit many emerging applications. For instance, the Integrated Services (Intserv)

architecture [23]—designed to provide end-to-end bandwidth and delay guarantees—

can benefit applications such as voice-over-IP and media-on-demand. However, the

lack of programmability in high performance network routers made it difficult for

the service providers to experiment with and evolve this capability. Hence, easy-to-

program, high performance network infrastructure is a fundamental requirement for

advancing the state of the art in general networking research [14].

We observe that it is fairly easy to achieve, in isolation, either of the above

two objectives, namely programmability and high performance. For instance, general-

purpose processors support easy programming, but they cannot achieve high packet

throughputs. Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), on the other hand,

can achieve high throughputs but are not programmable.

To simultaneously meet the of goals of programmability and high perfor-

mance, a new breed of processors known as Network Processors (NPs) has emerged.

Some examples of commercial network processors are: AMCC’s NP7 [2], Agere’s

Payload Plus [8], Freescale’s CPort [28], IBM’s Power NP [5], Intel’s IXP [46], and

Silicon Access’ iFlow [72]. Modern packet processing systems combine Network Pro-

cessors with general-purpose processors, co-processors, and programmable logic, to

create powerful packet processing platforms. However, programming these systems

to perform complex processing at high packet-rates remains challenging.

One of the main sources of difficulty in programming these systems lies in

managing the memory access overhead. The memory bottleneck has been a concern
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for much of computing in general; it is further aggravated in packet processing for

the following reasons.

1. The link bandwidths, and hence the rate of packet arrivals, have been growing.

Today, on an OC-192 (10Gbps) link, packet inter-arrival time can be as small

as 32ns, which is roughly same as the latency for just a few memory accesses.

2. Packet processing applications are becoming increasingly sophisticated; they

use large amounts of data and make hundreds of memory accesses per packet.

Hence, for most of the modern packet processing applications (e.g., network

monitoring, intrusion detection, virus scanning, protocol conversion), the time

to process a packet is dominated by memory access latency.

Most of the existing techniques to address the memory bottleneck can be

classified into two broad categories: those that attempt to reduce the memory la-

tency, and those that attempt to hide it. All the techniques that are based on the

concept of memory hierarchy belong to the latency-reducing class; data-caching is

a good example of this class. Latency-hiding lets the processor continue to perform

useful work, while waiting for a memory access to be fulfilled; hardware-contexts

and prefetching are examples of latency-hiding techniques.

Traditionally, general purpose computing relied almost exclusively on data-

caching based latency-reduction. However, current packet processing systems pri-

marily depend upon latency-hiding augmented with optimizations that reduce the

number of memory references. Along these lines, current packet processing plat-

forms provide a wide-variety of mechanisms that can be used to address the mem-

ory bottleneck: multiple hardware contexts per processor-core, memory hierarchies,

non-blocking memory references that can access multiple successive words at a time,

etc.

The current state of the art in programming these systems exposes all the
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intricate hardware details to the programmer [6, 10, 11]. The programmer, based

on his knowledge of the application and the hardware, is expected to design an

effective data management strategy that blends all the above mentioned techniques

in a judicious fashion. However, the tradeoffs resulting from the subtle interactions

among these mechanisms make it challenging to design such a strategy. To illustrate,

today’s packet processing systems require the programmers to determine the best

possible use for each level of the memory hierarchy. A programmer can, for instance,

utilize the memory level closest to the processor to either (1) maintain call-stacks

for threads or (2) prefetch packet header or content or (3) store frequently accessed

data items. Determining the most effective usage plan (possibly a combination of

the above alternatives) to maximize the throughput is quite challenging.

Due to such complicated and not-so-well-understood tradeoffs, currently, the

process of designing the data-access management strategy often takes the form of

manual tuning based on ad hoc trial-and-error methods. This approach makes it

impossible to realize the important goal of ease of programming. Further, in spite

of the effort, this practice cannot guarantee best possible performance and leads to

implementations that are non-portable and hard to maintain.

The main goal of this dissertation is to develop a high performance packet

processing platform that, while being easy to program, is effective in addressing

the memory bottleneck. This platform must support mechanisms that are well-

suited for the packet processing domain. Further, such a system must optimally

partition common resources such as chip area among the supported mechanisms. In

this dissertation, we consider both these aspects. In particular, we start from first

principles, and pose the following questions.

What are the important characteristics of the data accesses? A thorough under-

standing of the data access characteristics is crucial to the investigation into

how to mitigate the associated overhead.
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What are the mechanisms well-suited for packet processing? Supporting a wide-

range of mechanisms regardless of their effectiveness not only complicates

the programmability, but also leads to unnecessary hardware complexity and

wasted system resources (e.g., chip area and memory bandwidth). Hence, we

ask the question: What minimal set of mechanisms achieves both simplified

programmability and high packet throughput?

How to provision the common system resources among these mechanisms? All

these mechanism are likely to compete for system resources such as chip area

and off-chip memory bandwidth. An effective system must optimally partition

these resources among the competing mechanisms identified in the previous

step.

To answer these questions, we start from first principles and perform a thor-

ough analysis of data access patterns observed in a large number of packet processing

applications driven by real packet traces.

We show that, to simultaneously achieve the above two goals under a wide-

variety of deployments, a packet processing platform should (1) support both data

caching and multithreading, and (2) be malleable to allow fast memory to be traded

off between data caching and multithreading. We develop such a malleable archi-

tecture based on a novel predictive register prefetcher that efficiently overlaps the

execution of a thread with thread-switching. We show that our predictor is accu-

rate and imposes no significant overheads. Further, we demonstrate that for the

same chip area and memory bandwidth, our architecture achieves throughput that

is, within 5% of an ideal malleable architecture, and up to four times that of the

current commercial systems.

We argue that our architecture simplifies programmability. Data caches,

unlike the mechanisms used today, are transparent to programmers and compil-

ers. Further, our architecture eliminates the need for explicit thread scheduling

5



as threads can be switched on cache misses. Thus, our approach simultaneously

achieves both, high throughput and ease-of-programming.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we dis-

cuss the state of the art in detail and motivate the problems we address in this

dissertation. In Chapter 3, we describe the packet processing applications, data and

tools used in this research. We present a thorough analysis of data access patterns

observed in packet processing systems in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we quantify the

relative benefits of a wide-range of candidate mechanisms and find that the mini-

mal set must include data caching and multithreading. The problem of partitioning

the available chip area between data caches and hardware-contexts is addressed in

Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, we develop and evaluate a new processor core architecture

that supports the desired malleability, while imposing negligible overheads. Finally

we summarize our contributions and discuss the future work in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

The Problem

Most techniques for managing memory overhead are based on one or more of the

following approaches:

1. Reduce the average memory access latency. All the techniques that utilize

memory hierarchies can be seen as reducing the average memory access latency.

Data-caching is the most common latency-reduction technique.

2. Hide the memory access latency. These techniques exploit the parallelism in

the application to keep the processor busy while waiting for a memory access

to be fulfilled. Hardware multithreading is a good example of latency hiding

technique.

3. Reduce the number of memory accesses. There are several design alternatives

for reducing the number of memory accesses. One can issue wide-word (a

series of contiguous words) accesses to exploit spatial locality and to reduce

the number of memory accesses. One can employ result-caches that save and

reuse the results of often repeated computation.

General-purpose computing depends almost exclusively on data-caching based

latency-reduction. In contrast, the state of the art in packet processing relies pri-
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marily on latency-hiding augmented with some access-reduction strategies. In this

chapter, we first describe how today’s packet processing architectures facilitate these

approaches. We then explore the current practices in programming these architec-

tures, and bring out the interactions that make the task of programming hard.

Finally, we formulate the questions we address in this dissertation.

2.1 Architecture of Packet Processing Systems

In this subsection, we first explore the architecture of a commercial network proces-

sor: Intel’s IXP2800 [45]; we focus only on features that are relevant to the memory

bottleneck problem. We then, identify the common features that characterize mod-

ern packet processing systems.

Intel’s IXP2800: Figure 2.1 depicts the major functional units of the IXP2800

network processor. It consists of 16 very simple RISC cores called micro-engines

an an XScale core. The XScale processor is meant for infrequent operations such
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as route table maintenance and handling packets with IP options. Hence, we do

not consider Xscale any further. The vast majority of the packets (fast-path) are

processed on the micro-engines. Each micro-engine supports 8 hardware contexts.

The memory hierarchy available to micro-engines consists of four levels. The closest

level is the 640 32-bit-word local memory that is located within the micro-engine

itself. The second level is the 16KB scratchpad memory shared among all the

micro-engines. The third and fourth levels are formed by four QDR SRAM and

three RDRAM banks that are off-chip. The Scratchpad, SRAM and DRAM sup-

port variable width accesses with up to a maximum of 4, 8 and 16 words (32-bit)

respectively. Further, the accesses to these levels do not stall the processor-core;

thus allowing the threads to enqueue more than one reference before swapping out.

Architectural Features: Other commercial network processors differ from the

IXP2800 only in terms of either special-purpose hardware included or quantitative

details such as the number of processor-cores. However, in terms of the mecha-

nisms supported to handle the memory overhead they all are very similar to each

other [54]. The following are the common architectural features—relevant to the

memory bottleneck problem—that characterize most modern packet processing sys-

tems.

Support for parallelism: Network processors, that many modern packet processing

systems are based on, provide multiple processor-cores each with multiple

hardware-contexts. Hardware-contexts facilitate threads with fast context-

switches and thus help in exploiting parallelism. Henceforth we use the terms

contexts and threads interchangeably.

Raw memory hierarchy: Unlike the cache-hierarchies found in general-purpose

computing systems, memory hierarchies supported in packet processing sys-

tems are exposed to the programmer. That is, they allow and require the
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programmer to manage the contents of each level; data-caching is not sup-

ported. The intended purpose of exposing the memory hierarchy is, to allow

the programmers to optimize the memory accesses. For instance, exposed hi-

erarchies often allow programmers to tune the width of accesses (i.e., number

of contiguous words) thus helping in reducing the number of memory accesses.

Further, these hierarchies support asynchronous operation where, accesses to

memory do not stall the issuing thread. This facility, as we explain below, can

be utilized to mitigate context-switch overhead.

Our research assumes a generic packet processing system that supports the

features identified above. However, where needed, we use the IXP2800 as an example

and note that our qualitative observations continue to hold for most of today’s packet

processing systems.

2.2 Current Programming Practices

Not surprisingly, current programming practices are dictated by the need to effec-

tively utilize the facilities provided by today’s packet processing systems. The two

main tasks of a developer are: (1) Determine the data Layout – i.e., determine how

to utilize the memory hierarchy (2) Hide the resulting memory access latency–i.e.,

determine how to effectively utilize the hardware threads and other auxiliary mech-

anisms. In this subsection, we discuss these two tasks in more detail. Henceforth,

when the context allows, we use the generic term data item to refer to either a simple

variable such as a counter or a complex data structure such as a trie.

Data Layout: The state-of-the-art programming environments [6, 10, 11] require

the programmer to determine, the memory hierarchy level (or the registers) each

data item is assigned to. The main goal of this task is to locate, as much data, as

close as possible, to the processor - i.e., minimize the average access latency.
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Latency Hiding: Many packet processing applications exhibit a good-degree of

packet level parallelism; processing of one packet often does not involve any data or

control dependencies with other packets. Packet processing systems exploit this par-

allelism to hide memory latency by assigning each incoming packet to a thread, and

switching to a different thread when the current one waits for a memory reference.

However, this approach suffers from two main drawbacks:

Context-switch overhead: Let s be the context-switch overhead in cycles. If an

application, on an average makes a memory reference every c instructions, then

the maximum achievable processor utilization is given by c/(c+s). In IXP2800,

a context switch incurs a minimum overhead of 2 cycles. However, typical

packet processing applications, being memory intensive, have c values that

are not much larger than 2 cycles. In such applications, the peak attainable

utilization is limited to just about 50%.

Off-chip memory bandwidth: Bandwidth requirements of an application grows

linearly with the number of threads it utilizes. To see why, consider a system

with a memory access latency of p cycles. Let k be number of threads in

use. With a simple thread scheduling discipline, such as FIFO on the ready

queue, each thread runs at least once every p cycles. Since a thread issues at

least one reference each time it runs, the memory subsystem must process at

least k references in p cycles. This results in a bandwidth requirements of k/p

references/cycle. Note that, this grows linearly with k.

Asynchronous memory can be used to address the context-switch overhead.

Conceptually, while multithreading overlaps the computation and memory refer-

ences of one packet with those of other packets, asynchronous memory overlaps the

computation of one packet with its own memory references. With asynchronous

memory,a thread can continue to execute after issuing a memory reference—subject
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to data-dependences on the reference that is just issued. This means, not every mem-

ory reference results in a context-switch, and hence the number of context switches

is reduced. Alternatively, with asynchronous memory, threads can amortize the

context-switch overheads over longer durations (i.e, larger c).

The two most commonly used techniques for addressing the bandwidth prob-

lem are: wide-word accesses and result-caches. While the wide-word accesses exploit

spatial locality in the data-accesses, result-caches exploit the temporal locality in

the incoming traffic. Some packet processing applications can benefit from result-

caching since the processing they perform depends only on the header field values

of the packet, and does not involve any side-effects. The most common instance

of result-cache found in packet processing systems is known as the route-cache. It

caches the result of a route lookup and reuses it when a packet with the same

destination address arrives.

2.3 Challenges in Current Practices

In this section, we first, elaborate on the two major tasks faced by the developers

of today’s packet processing systems: data layout and latency hiding. We then

argue that, the interactions between these tasks result in tradeoffs that are not

well-understood. Further, we note that, currently, most data management decisions

are made statically at design-time because, adapting the data layout at run-time

requires an even deeper understanding of these tradeoffs.

2.3.1 Data Layout

In order to achieve the primary goal of minimizing the average access latency, a

programmer must simultaneously consider a variety of factors while determining the

data layout. In what follows we explore these factors and bring out the difficulties

today’s programmers face.
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Size and access frequency: Today, programmers attempt to locate as much fre-

quently accessed data as close as possible to the processors, while simultane-

ously meeting the size constraints imposed by the available space at different

levels. Often, in practice, it is hard to determine the data structure size and

access frequencies at design time. Further, currently it is not well understood,

in a system with no data caches, how to effectively adapt the data layout to

run-time changes in these quantities. Another complication arises because, the

memories closer to the processors (a few KB) are often much smaller than the

size of typical data structures (hundreds or thousands of KB). Hence the pro-

grammer has to consider splitting the data structures across memory hierarchy

levels.

Width of references: Programmers attempt to reduce the number of accesses by

matching the typical access widths of data structures to those supported by

the hierarchy.

Result-caches: The programmer must manually determine the applicability of

result-caching and its effectiveness if implemented. Data layout must take

into account the space needed for result-caches in memory levels closer to the

processor-cores.

2.3.2 Latency Hiding

Developers should utilize the hardware threads in an effective manner to hide the

memory access latency. Employing the right number of threads can be crucial to

achieving good performance. It is easy to see that using too few threads does not

hide the latency fully. However, as explained below, employing too many threads

can lead to poor processor utilization. The following are the the main factors a

programmer must consider while determining the right number of threads:
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Average computation per memory reference (c): The more memory intensive the

application is, the lower the value for c, and hence the higher the number of

threads required. It can be seen that, the number of threads required is given

by: 1 + ⌈p/(c + s)⌉, where p is the average memory access latency.

Average access latency (p): The average memory access latency can be determined

given: the data layout, access frequencies of various data structures, and la-

tencies for the memory hierarchy levels. The higher the average access latency,

the higher the k—number of threads needed to achieve the maximum possible

utilization. Observe that the data layout influences the number of threads by

determining p.

Stack space requirements (r) of a single thread: This depends upon the application

logic and the actual code. The higher the value for r, the smaller the number

of threads that can be implemented. This is because, to be effective, the call-

stacks of threads should be managed in the fastest storage possible (registers

and, local memory where available). Thus, the number of threads determines

the available fast memory for data layout purposes.

Asynchronous memory: As discussed in the previous subsection, the more the

asynchronous memory requests a thread issues, the lesser the performance

loss due to context-switches. However, using asynchronous memory leads to a

larger stack space requirement, because more data items are going to be “live”

for longer durations. Thus, using asynchronous references, although improves

the effectiveness of a single thread, reduces the number of feasible threads.

Off-chip memory bandwidth requirements (b) of a single thread: The long-term

average bandwidth requirement of a single thread is 1/c references per cycle.

Note that the higher the bandwidth requirements (i.e., the more memory in-

tensive the application), the higher the number of threads required to utilize
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the processor fully. However, for a given amount of available off-chip memory

bandwidth, higher b implies smaller number of feasible threads.

Wide-word accesses: Similar to the asynchronous memory references, using wide-

word accesses improves the effectiveness of a single thread (by improving c),

but results in increased stack space requirements and hence, allows a smaller

number of feasible threads.

Note that there is circular dependence between the source of the problem,

namely the large average memory access latencies, and the the solution, namely

utilizing the right number of threads. That is, while the data layout influences the

number of threads (k) by determining the average memory access latency (p), the

number of threads influences the amount of fast memory available for data layout,

and thus indirectly determines the average memory access latency. A very large

number of threads can force important data to be assigned to slower memory levels

and hence can result in substantially larger average access latency, which in turn

leads to poor processor utilization.

2.3.3 Summary

All the mechanisms considered so far, achieve the same goal, namely higher processor

utilization, by exploiting the same resource, namely the fast memory close to the

processor core. Each mechanism uses this memory to store the data that it considers

“important”. However, they differ in terms of what data they deem important.

To see this, consider the fastest memory of the hierarchy (registers and local

memory where available). Multithreading utilizes this memory to store context-

specific data (such as the packet header being processed, call-stack etc.), so that

processor can be kept busy by efficiently switching among many threads. The pri-

mary goal of programmer driven data layout is to keep the processor busy by using

the same fast memory to store data that are expected to be used most frequently.
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Asynchronous memory and wide-words need this same memory as holders for mul-

tiple data words that are expected to be used in the near future.

Hence, the problem, today’s programmer faces, is to determine, if, and how

these multiple definitions of importance can be reconciled into an effective strategy,

where the common resource (fast memory) is optimally partitioned among all the

competing mechanisms to maximize the processor utilization.

Currently, the factors that influence the relative effectiveness of these schemes

are poorly understood. Hence, today’s programmers resort to ad hoc trial-and-error

based techniques to find the most effective way of combining these mechanisms.

The tedious nature of such hand-tuning makes it impossible to realize the ideal

packet processing platform that can be quickly programmed to achieve high packet

throughputs. Further, in spite of the effort involved, current practices, due to their

ad hoc nature, do not guarantee the best possible performance; further they lead to

implementations that are hard to port and maintain.

2.4 Our Approach

The goal of this dissertation is to contribute to the realization of a packet processing

platform that can be easily programmed to perform complex processing at high

packet-rates. In particular, we focus on developing a platform that: (1) simplifies

programmability and (2) is effective in addressing the memory bottleneck.

We begin our quest by asking the fundamental question: What is the primary

source of difficulty in programming todays packet processing systems. We observe

that the difficulty arises because of either all or a subset of the following reasons:

1. The characteristics of memory access patterns in packet processing applica-

tions are not well understood.

2. The architectural features supported by today’s packet processing systems are
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not well-suited to the nature of data accesses in packet processing.

3. It is not clear as to how to utilize the architectural features in a manner that

best suits the access patterns found in packet processing applications.

4. The architectural features have not been provisioned with adequate system

resources such as chip area and off-chip memory bandwidth. For instance, the

off-chip memory bandwidth available, could prevent all the available threads

to be utilized effectively.

In this dissertation we investigate all these aspects. We start from first

principles and ask the following questions:

What are the important characteristics of the data accesses? A thorough under-

standing of the data access characteristics is crucial to the investigation into

techniques that can effectively address the associated overhead.

What are the mechanisms well-suited for packet processing? Supporting a wide-

range of mechanisms regardless of their effectiveness complicates programma-

bility, leads to unnecessary hardware complexity, and wastes system resources.

Hence, we ask the question: What minimal set of mechanisms achieves both

simplified programmability and high packet throughput?

How to provision the common system resources among these mechanisms? All

these mechanism are likely to compete for system resources such as chip area

and off-chip memory bandwidth. An effective system must optimally partition

these resources among the competing mechanisms identified in the previous

step.

We start by performing a thorough analysis of data access patterns observed

in a large number of packet processing applications driven by real packet traces. We
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show that, to simultaneously achieve the twin goals of high throughput and ease-of-

programming in a wide-variety of deployment scenarios, a packet processing platform

should (1) support both data caching and multithreading, and (2) be malleable to

allow fast memory to be traded off between data caching and multithreading. We

develop such a malleable architecture based on a novel predictive register prefetcher

that efficiently overlaps the execution of a thread with thread-switching. We show

that our predictor is accurate and imposes no significant overheads. Further, we

demonstrate that for the same chip area and memory bandwidth, our architecture

achieves throughput that is, within 5% of an ideal malleable architecture, and up

to four times that of the current commercial systems.

We argue that our architecture simplifies programmability. Data caches,

unlike the mechanisms used today, are transparent to programmers and compil-

ers. Further, our architecture eliminates the need for explicit thread scheduling

as threads can be switched on cache misses. Thus, our approach simultaneously

achieves both, high throughput and ease-of-programming.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Infrastructure

Our methodology for studying the packet processing systems involves three steps:

processing applications involves three steps. First, we identify a set of applications

found in a wide-range of packet processing systems. Second, we drive these appli-

cations by traffic traces and control data from today’s Internet. Finally, we build

tools that allow us to extract and analyze memory access profiles for individual data

structures in single- and multithreaded processor environments.

3.1 Packet Processing Applications

We select packet processing applications based on the following semantic charac-

terization. All packet processing systems perform the following four functions (in

addition to the receive and transmit functions): (1) verify the integrity of packets;

(2) classify each packet as belonging to a flow; (3) process packets; and (4) determine

the relative order of transmitting packets (i.e., scheduling). Whereas only a small

number of implementation variants exist for integrity verification, classification, and

scheduling, significant diversity exists for packet processing functions.

Table 3.1 describes the applications we study. This set of applications not
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only covers all the four functions discussed above, but also includes, almost entirely,

the two popular benchmarks for network processing [57, 80]. Further, they cover

the data-plane functionality specified in the NP forum [3] benchmarking guidelines.

We consider two canonical integrity verification implementations based on

the well-known IP-Checksum [22] and MD5 [66] algorithms. Classification, in its

most general form may involve range, prefix or exact matching and hence can be

very complex [40]. We consider a simpler but an important case wherein the five-

tuple (source and destination addresses, ports and protocol) is hashed to find the

FlowID. To determine the relative order for transmitting packets, we consider an

implementation of the Deficit Round Robin (DRR) scheduling algorithm [71] used

in many commercial routers.

Header processing Applications: We consider four applications.

1. IP forwarding (RFC-1812), which involves validating the header, decrementing

the time-to-live (TTL) field, route lookup (longest-prefix match (LPM) for

the destination IP address), and processing of any IP-options. For the LPM

functionality, we consider four different implementations: (1) Patricia trie

(denoted by patricia), (2) Tree bitmap (bitmap), (3) binary search on prefix

lengths (bsol), and (4) dual trie from IXA SDK (ixp).

Many Free-BSD-based implementations perform the longest prefix match using

Patricia trie [74]. Tree bitmap [31] is a variant of multi-bit trie that uses

bitmaps to compress the child and data pointers in the trie nodes. This is

used in many commercial routers. Unlike the other schemes, Binary search on

prefix lengths [79] does not use a tree-based lookup data structure; instead, it

uses a set of hash tables (one per prefix length) and does a binary search on the

prefix lengths to find the longest prefix match. It has the best known average-

case complexity. Finally, the reference design in the Intel R©’s SDK for the IXP
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series of processors (IXA SDK 3.0) uses two multi-bit tries simultaneously and

bounds both lookup and insertion cost.

2. Metering, which involves marking packets based on the packet and byte count

of the flow (the FlowID derived during classification is used to access and

update the FlowRecord). We consider three different implementations: (1)

srtcm: the Single-Rate-Three-Color Marker (RFC-2697), (2) trtcm: the Two-

Rate-Three-Color Marker (RFC-2698), and (3) tswtcm: the Time-Sliding-

Window-Three-Color Marker (RFC-2859).

3. Stream-4: Stream-4 is a module of the Snort-2.0 intrusion detection system [9].

It emulates the TCP state machine for each ongoing session and reconstructs

the byte stream out of the packets. It performs most of the the TCP processing

generally performed in end-systems. The primary data structures are the per-

session data and a session table that maintains pointers to individual session

data items. It uses splay trees for the session table and also to keep track of

the partially re-assembled byte streams. Splay trees are special kind of binary

trees that get modified on each lookup.

4. Portscan: This is also a module of Snort. It is used to detect suspicious port-

scanning activity. The main data structures are splay trees. First, a splay tree

that is keyed on the source address is looked up. This lookup yields a pointer

to another splay tree that keeps track of the recent ports the source address

in question has accessed. Port-scanner declares an attack if a source accesses

too many ports during a short period.

Payload processing Applications: We consider two applications: (1) A pattern

matcher [82, 9], which matches packet content against a set of pre-defined patterns

(e.g., virus signatures)—we consider the default and preferred pattern matching

implementation [82] from Snort-2.0 [9]; and (2) CAST (RFC-2612), which is used
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to encrypt and decrypt the packet payload to implement Virtual Private Networks

(VPN).

3.2 Packet Traces and Control Data

To collect a trace of data structure accesses, we execute the applications and systems

with three types of inputs: packet traces, a route table, and a set of virus signatures.

• Packet Traces: We use packet traces collected from four locations in the

Internet. Three of them (ANL, FRG and MRA) are provided by NLANR [59]

while the fourth one (UNC) is obtained from the University of North Car-

olina. The ANL trace represents traffic on a link that connects an enterprise

(the Argonne National Lab) to its service provider. The UNC trace represents

traffic on a link connecting a large university to its ISP. The FRG trace rep-

resents the aggregation of traffic from several universities in the Denver area

to the high-speed Abilene network. Finally, MRA traces represent traffic on a

link connecting Merit and Abilene—two large networks. The qualitative con-

clusions remain same across all these traces, with the ANL and MRA traces

often forming the extremes quantitatively. Hence, for brevity, we present re-

sults only for the ANL and MRA traces. All the traces are of 90 seconds

duration1. Each ANL trace (collected from an OC-3 (i.e., 155 Mbps) link)

contains about 0.5 million packets while each MRA trace (collected from an

OC-12 link) has about 5 million packets.

• Route Table: We construct our route table using the data obtained from the

RouteViews project [13].

1About 90% of the traffic consists of short-lived (a few seconds) TCP flows [1]. In our experi-
ments, simulations reach steady-state for traces longer than 30-seconds.
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Functionality Application Source Notes

checksum Free BSD
Protects TCP, UDP IP headers

Integrity (RFC-1071) [22]
Verification

md5 R.S.A Inc.
MessageDigest 5 (MD5). Mostly used
to protect the payload (RFC-1321) [66]

Classification classify Self-developed
Hashes the five-tuple: 〈srcIP,dstIP,
srcPort,dstPort,protocol〉 [40].

Route Lookup

patricia Free BSD
Patricia tree. Handles non-contiguous
masks. Used in many end-systems [74].

bitmap Self-developed
Uses bitmaps to compress trie nodes.
Found in many commercial routers [31]

bsol Self-developed
Binary search using hash tables.
Best known avg. comp. complexity [79].

ixp IXA SDK 3.0
Designed for IXP series of NPs. Two
tries are searched simultaneously [6].

Metering

srtcm IXA SDK 3.0
Enforces a single mean rate
and a peak burst. (RFC-2697) [42].

trtcm IXA SDK 3.0
Enforces two independent rates:
mean and peak. (RFC-2698) [43].

tswtcm Self-developed
Enforces mean and peak rates
over sliding windows. (RFC-2859) [33].

stream Snort 2.0
TCP receive-side processing. Assembles

Header byte streams out of packets [9].
processing

portscan Snort 2.0
Detects portscan attack if too many
ports are accessed too quickly [9].

cast SSLeay Lib
Encryption scheme. Used in Virtual

Payload Private Networks (RFC-2612) [15]
processing

vscan Snort 2.0
Pattern matcher. Scans packet payload
for virus signatures [9, 82].

Scheduler drr Self-developed
Deficit Round Robin.
Found in many commercial routers [71].

Table 3.1: Packet processing applications
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• Content Signatures: We utilize the database of virus signatures published

by Snort [9].

Utilizing these traces and control data for our experiments presents two chal-

lenges.

First, the publicly available packet traces are always anonymized. An unfor-

tunate side-effect of this anonymization process is that IP addresses contained in

these traces do not match any IP address prefixes available from the RouteViews.

Hence, before using these traces with our route table, we de-anonymize them; we

substitute every occurrence of IP address in the trace with another randomly se-

lected address for which the route table contains a prefix. This de-anonymization

process, just as the original anonymization process, preserves the traffic pattern and

flow characteristics; further, it conforms to the traffic generation guidelines recom-

mended by the network processor forum [3].

Second, for the virus scan system, the memory access profile depends not

only on the signatures, but also on the packet content. Unfortunately, none of the

publicly available traces contain valid packet content. Hence, for our experiments,

we consider two scenarios: (1) packets with random payload; and (2) packets with

payload containing web pages from popular web sites (i.e., payload containing valid

English text). By doing so, we characterize the common case for the virus scanner

where the packet contents do not match any signature in the database.

3.2.1 Simulation Tools

Our work requires us to quantify the effectiveness of a large number (100s) of proces-

sor core configurations over an even larger number (1000s) of system settings. Each

of these simulations must process millions of packets and requires more than a day to

finish on today’s PCs. Hence, simulating the full execution of the applications in all

cases quickly becomes infeasible. In order to make this study possible, we split the
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simulation into two phases. First, we adapt the Simplescalar instruction emulator

to record an execution trace for a given application and packet workload. Then, we

reuse this execution trace to drive a multithreaded processor core simulator. This

approach of recording and reusing the execution, makes our study computationally

feasible while not significantly sacrificing the accuracy.

Trace Generation: We use the sim-safe PISA simulator from the Simplescalar

toolkit because its simple RISC ISA is very similar to the ISA supported by today’s

NPs. We enhanced sim-safe to generate an execution trace that is partitioned

into blocks, where each block represents the processing of a packet. Each block

consists of (1) the arrival time of the packet, taken from the packet trace, and (2)

the sequence of all the ALU instructions, mutex operations, and memory accesses

performed while processing the packet. Each mutex acquire/release event describes

the identifier of the lock. Each memory access is described by its address, operation

(read/write), and number of bytes accessed. We do not record in the execution trace

accesses made to the global variables and data allocated on the call stack. For all

the applications we consider, these data occupy very little space (around 100 bytes)

and, today’s compilers for NPs allocate them to registers, and where available, fast

memories located close to the processor cores [51]. Hence, we safely assume that

these accesses always complete in one cycle.

Trace Execution on a Multithreaded Core: We designed and built a discrete-

event simulator to model the multithreaded cores. Our simulator models a very

simple in-order five-stage (F/D-R-X-M-W) pipeline with a full bypass network. The

basic configurable parameters, and the range of values they are set to, are shown

in Table 3.2 and are selected to resemble those found in today’s state-of-the-art

NPs [54].

This simulator processes the execution trace and emulates the behavior of
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Processor core
Pipeline 5-stage in-order

Num. threads Configurable (1 to 64)
Regs per thread 64
Switch latency 2 cycles

L1 Data cache
Latency Configurable (1 to 4 Cycles)

Associativity 2-way
Line-width 16 bytes

Capacity Configurable (0.25 KB to 64 KB)
Off-chip memory

Latency Configurable (50 to 500 cycles)
Bandwidth Configurable (0.04 to 2.54 refs/cycle)
Bus-width Configurable (32 bits)

Table 3.2: Basic parameters of the simulator for multithreaded cores

multiple threads interleaved over a single pipeline. The packet arrival time stored in

each of the execution trace blocks is used to match the arrival time of packets from

the network line interface. The simulator keeps time at the granularity of a clock

cycle level. However, it skips over periods with no activity such as the processor

stalling for a memory reference to complete. Thread switches occur on memory

accesses and incur a minimum switch latency of 2 cycles [45]. The simulator collects

statistics such as the data cache hits and various types of misses, distribution of

thread run-lengths, memory queue lengths, the distribution of miss-times and cycles

spent in various modes such as running, context-switching, stalled. The simulation

stops when there are no more packets to be processed.

We validated the simulator by comparing processor performance to Sim-

plescalar’s sim-out-order configured to match our processor’s parameters and by

cache performance to Simplescalar’s cache simulator. In addition, we spot-checked

the memory queueing times by comparing the results from our simulator to those

from running the same workload on the cycle accurate simulator provided with the

Intel’s IXA SDK [6].
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Chapter 4

Characteristics of Data Accesses

This chapter presents a detailed analysis of the data access patterns observed when

the applications described in Section 3.1. We first present the results of our study

and then discuss the prior work that studied packet processing applications. We

begin by classifying the data structures used in packet processing into four types:

(1) packet-data—this includes packet header, payload, and any packet-specific meta-

data such as packet arrival time and interfaceID; (2) temporary-data—this includes

the data structures allocated on the stack; (3) application-data—this refers to any

persistent data structures used by the packet processing application (e.g., a route

table, per-flow metering counters, and a virus signature database); and (4) global

variables and constants.

Using the enhanced Simplescalar described in Section 3.2.1, we generated

execution traces for each of the packet processing applications. We process the

execution trace to derive the access profiles for the four types of data structures in

each application. In all cases, we found that global variables and constants occupy

very little space and account for a very small fraction (under 1%) of the memory

accesses. Hence, we exclude globals and constants from our analysis. In what

follows, we analyze the sizes, the access frequencies, and locality characteristics of
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Size (Bytes)
Application ANL MRA

Temporary-data Application-data Temporary-data Application-data
checksum 4 0 4 0

md5 496 64 496 64
cast 464 28 464 28

vscan-rand 108 145852 108 145852
vscan-web 108 145852 108 145852
classifier 24 340204 24 616588

ixp 100 578560 100 1920064
patricia 72 222488 72 2711144
bitmap 32 229944 32 1090428
bsol 88 145164 88 1342888
srtcm 20 178368 20 3538016
trtcm 20 178368 20 3538016
tswtcm 32 222960 32 4422520
portscan 372 9467120 372 9302960
stream 396 515640 396 1788528
drr 28 156072 28 3095764

Table 4.1: Data structure sizes

packet-, temporary-, and application-data.

4.1 Sizes and Access Frequencies

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show, for all the applications, the sizes and access frequencies of

temporary-, and application-data.

Packet-data: For all the applications, the packet meta-data is 44 bytes long and

consists of the IP, TCP/UDP headers, arrival time-stamp, and the ID of the interface

on which the packet arrived. Packet payload is an average of 704 and 736 bytes long,

respectively, for ANL and MRA traces. As Table 4.2 shows, checksum, cast, md5

and vscan applications make a significant number of accesses to packet-data. With

the exception of vscan, these applications perform a sequential scan of the packet
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Average Number of Accesses per Packet
Application ANL MRA

Temporary Application Packet Temporary Application Packet
Data Data Data Data Data Data

checksum 11.0 0.00 5.00 11.00 0.00 5.00
md5 2810.00 14.00 176.00 2810.00 6.00 184.00
cast 9153.40 06.00 176.00 9545.21 6.00 184.00

vscan-rand 48.19 127.90 112.23 49.20 136.23 119.71
vscan-web 136.79 974.97 570.5 142.78 1036.10 605.95
classifier 8.12 5.09 4.00 09.09 5.69 4.00

ixp 104.99 4.43 1.00 115.80 5.25 1.00
patricia 41.15 34.70 1.00 51.72 111.08 1.00
bitmap 22.88 30.79 1.00 23.38 34.1301 1.00
bsol 67.26 97.13 1.00 84.37 85.79 1.00
srtcm 10.00 14.00 3.00 10.00 14.00 3.00
trtcm 10.00 17.00 3.00 10.00 17.00 3.00
tswtcm 16.00 06.00 3.00 16.00 06.00 3.00
portscan 44.27 94.45 6.00 45.83 158.93 6.00
stream 106.15 130.47 10.57 108.87 195.60 11.85
drr 6.98 22.16 2.00 7.01 22.80 2.00

Table 4.2: Data access frequencies

content. This, for example, explains the 176 (176 × 4 = 704) accesses made by

both cast and md5. The application vscan presents an interesting case of payload

processing; its accesses patterns depend upon the actual contents of the packet

payload. We discuss this in more detail in Section 4.2.

Temporary-data: As Table 4.1 shows, temporary-data occupies a relatively small

space; in most cases (12 out of 16 applications), temporary-data is smaller than 108

bytes, with the maximum being only 496 bytes. Observe also that the maximum size

of the temporary-data is independent the packet traffic and payload; even in case

of vscan whose processing is sensitive to the contents. Accesses to temporary-data,

on the other hand, account for a very large percent of the total number of accesses

made while processing a packet in most applications. For instance, temporary-data
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accesses constitute at least a third of all the accesses in all applications except vscan,

drr and portscan.

Application-data: We make the following two observations.

1. Application-data sizes are significantly larger than packet-data and temporary-

data. For our applications, the application-data sizes range from 135KB in

bsol to as high as 10MB in portscan. These sizes are significantly larger than

the fast local-memories or L1 caches supported in today’s network processors.

2. Application-data accesses account for a large fraction of the total number of

accesses in most applications. All the header processing applications and even

the payload processing application vscan make significantly larger number of

accesses to application-data than the packet-data. In many cases, application-

data accesses constitute as high as 90% of the non-temporary-data accesses.

4.2 Access Patterns

The execution trace of each application is analyzed using a utility based on the

cheetah cache simulator library included in the Simplescalar toolkit. We experiment

with a range of associativity and cache line widths. Since the conclusions do not

depend on these parameters, for brevity, we only report results obtained for fully-

associative caches with 32-bit line lengths.

Packet-data: Figure 4.1 depicts the locality properties of the packet-data accesses

in cast, md5 and checksum. It demonstrates that the hit-rate for packet-data ac-

cesses is independent of the cache size. Thus, for these applications, packet-data

accesses exhibit only spatial locality and no temporal locality. These applications

perform a sequential scan (32-bit word at a time) of the packet payload (or header,
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Figure 4.1: Locality of packet header and payload in cast, md5 and checksum

in case of checksum); hence, the hit-rate depends solely on the cache line-width.

The figure shows the hit-rates for two line lengths: 64 and 128 bits.

Packet-data accesses in the payload processing application vscan are more

interesting. Figure 4.2 shows the hit-rate observed for the vscan application under

two scenarios: (1) packets with random payload; and (2) packets with payload

containing web pages from popular web sites. Unlike the other payload processing

applications (e.g., cast and md5), accesses to payload in vscan exhibit temporal

locality. This is because, vscan begins by searching the packet payload for one

or more prefixes of the virus patterns stored in its tables. If a match is found,

the vscan employs the multi-pattern matching algorithm that may re-scan part

of the packet payload, leading to temporal reuse of packet payload. Observe that

prefix matches and the subsequent re-scans are more likely when the payload is web

content than with random payload; hence, vscan-web shows better locality than the

vscan-random. This also explains the larger number of accesses vscan-web makes
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to the packet payload (see Table 4.2).

Most of the prior research on data management in packet processing systems

have focused on prefetching techniques for moving packet-data from ingress inter-

face to egress interface using a shared memory switch [41, 47]. Much of this work

implicitly assumes that the packet-data is always scanned sequentially. While such

prefetching techniques can be used in a straight-forward manner for cast, md5 and

checksum, packet-data accesses for vscan can benefit from a traditional data cache.

Temporary-data: Accesses to the temporary-data exhibit considerable temporal

locality. This is because, temporary-data is allocated on the call stack and the

stack frames are accessed in last-in-first-out (LIFO) order. Compilers for today’s

network processors manage accesses to temporary-data efficiently making use of

registers, and where available, the small fast memories close to the processor (such

as the local memory available with the micro-engines on Intel R©’s IXP2800 network
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processor) [52]. Hence, for the rest of this paper, we assume that temporary-data

accesses can be managed effectively by the compiler and do not incur any latency.

Application-data: We measure the spatial and temporal locality in application-

data accesses performed by all applications.

To estimate spatial locality, we plot, in Figure 4.3, the hit-rates observed

with a cache with only one cache-line, for various sizes of the cache-line. Figure 4.3

shows results for six applications that cover the entire range of observed hit-rates.

It shows for a cache-line size of 32bytes, the observed hit-rates vary from 10% for

vscan-web application to 80% for DRR. This is because, for most of these applica-

tions, application-data is organized into semantic units that are larger than 4bytes.

For instance, for the Patricia trie, each trie node is 16bytes, and a trie node is

accessed, most of the fields within the node are accessed. These results indicate that

application-data exhibit considerable spatial locality.
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Figure 4.4: Temporal locality of per-flow metering data

To measure the temporal locality in application-data accesses, we deter-

mine the hit-rates observed for application-data accesses in the presence of a fully-

associative cache with one-word (4byte) lines. Observe that, as per Figure 4.3,

application-data accesses exhibit little spatial locality with one-word lines; hence,

this experiment measures the temporal re-use of application-data. Figures 4.4, 4.5,

4.6, and 4.7 show the variation in hit rate with cache size (in bytes). These fig-

ures demonstrate that application-data exhibit considerable temporal locality; even

a small data cache of 8KB can achieve hit-rates as high as 90%. We make the

following observations.

• As depicted in Figure 4.4, higher hit-rates are observed for the ANL traces

than the MRA traces. This is because of two reasons. First, the temporal

reuse of application-data results primarily when multiple packets belonging

to the same flow are processed. For instance, metering data are re-accessed

by packets belonging to the same flow. Second, recall that MRA traces are
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Figure 4.5: Temporal locality of route tables

collected from a link closer to the core of the Internet, while ANL traces

are collected at the edge of the network. Hence, MRA traces contain traffic

aggregated from a larger number of sources and hence contain a larger number

of simultaneous flows. Further, in MRA traces, packets of a given flow are

separated by a larger number of un-related packets (of other flows). This

results in larger working sets, which in turn leads to smaller hit-rates for a

given cache size. Although shown only for two applications, this distinction

between ANL and MRA holds consistently across all the header processing

applications.

• Among the trie based schemes, patricia exhibits significantly higher hit-rates

than the other schemes (see Figure 4.5. This is because, the patricia trie

has a 1-bit stride while the other two tries: ixp and bitmap have a much

larger strides (16-4-4-4 for ixp and 13-8-8-3 for the bitmap trie). For two IP

addresses with a common prefix, the overlap in the set of trie nodes visited
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is greater if the trie stride is smaller. Hence, accesses for the patricia trie

application exhibits larger temporal locality

• As Figure 4.5 shows, among the route lookup schemes, Binary Search on

Lengths bsol exhibits the least temporal locality compared to all other schemes.

This is because of two reasons. First, bsol employs a set of hash tables to

perform the lookup. Hash tables, by design, reduce the the correlation between

the keys (in this case destination IP address) and the associated buckets (the

data locations). Thus, even when two destination IP addresses share a com-

mon prefix of significant length, their hash-based lookup can result in different

buckets (and hence different sets of memory locations) being examined. With

tries, on the other hand, the reuse of trie nodes across two IP address lookups

is directly proportional to the length of a common prefix between the two IP

addresses. Thus, while bsol requires a packet from the same flow to arrive

again to result in temporal reuse of data, tries can benefit from the arrival of

packets with only a shared prefix in the destination IP addresses. The smaller

temporal locality in hash-based data structures can also be observed for the

hash-based classify application (see Figure 4.6).

• Figure 4.7 indicates that because of the more frequent invocation of the multi-

pattern matching algorithm, vscan-web exhibits greater temporal locality (as

compared to vscan-random) in accessing the virus signature database main-

tained by vscan.

Summary: In this chapter, we demonstrated that packet-data accesses exhibit

considerable spatial locality. Application-data accesses, on the other hand, exhibit

considerable spatial and temporal locality. This is contrary to the widely-held belief

that packet processing applications do not exhibit locality [54, 27]. We also showed
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Figure 4.6: Temporal locality of per-flow data

that application-data accesses constitute a significant percentage of non-temporary-

data accesses. Since packet-data accesses can be managed easily using prefetching

techniques, in the next section, we compare and contrast the effectiveness of several

mechanisms provided by today’s network processors in managing application-data

accesses.

4.3 Related Work

While the instruction locality in packet processing applications has received some

attention, it is generally believed that there exist no data locality [27, 54]. Nahum et

al. [58] study the memory access behavior of TCP in the context of a general purpose

processor based end-host. They however focus on instruction cache locality. Xie et

al. [83] also focus on instruction cache behavior with the goal of designing an efficient

ISA. Wolf et al. [81] study instruction cache locality with the aim of avoiding cold
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Figure 4.7: Temporal locality of application-data in vscan and drr

instruction caches when assigning packets to processors.

Locality in packet traces (as opposed to our focus: data accesses) has been

well characterized [35, 49, 62, 63]. As for data locality, most of the prior work focused

on the problem of efficiently transferring the packet payload from the ingress to the

egress interface [41, 47]. Memory access behavior of TCP in a general purpose

end-system has been studied in [86]. Preliminary descriptions of the data accesses

in some packet processing applications can be found in [29, 80, 57]. However

understanding the access patterns has not been their focus; they do not distinguish

among stack, packet and application data. They merely report the hit-rates observed

for at a fixed cache size. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to perform

a thorough exploration the data accesses in a large set of modern packet processing

applications.
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Chapter 5

Comparative Analysis of

Techniques

Most techniques for addressing the memory bottleneck can be classified into two

broad categories: (1) those that exploit locality to reduce the average access latency

and (2) those that exploit parallelism. Unlike general-purpose computing that relies

almost exclusively on data locality, packet processing can utilize both locality-based

as well as parallelism-based techniques. This is facilitated by three characteristics

of the packet processing domain. First, this domain offers significant packet-level

parallelism. Second, network traffic, consisting of interleaved streams of related

packets, exhibits locality [35, 49, 62, 63]. Finally, for packet processing systems,

throughput—and not latency—is the primary optimization criterion.

Although, this wider-range of mechanisms offers greater hope for overcoming

the memory bottleneck, as discussed in Chapter 2, supporting all these mechanisms,

without clear guidelines leads to systems that are complex and difficult to program.

Much of the prior work focuses on demonstrating the benefits of specific

mechanisms and only for specific applications (e.g., IP forwarding) [25, 26, 76, 84].

For instance, the benefit of prefetching packet data is demonstrated in [41, 47]; a
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high-performance memory system based on wide-word accesses is described in [70];

special-purpose route-caches are proposed in [26, 84]; The literature, however, does

not contain any comparative evaluation of these mechanisms or guidelines for their

usage in a broader class of applications.

In this chapter, we ask the following fundamental question: what minimal

set of hardware mechanisms must a packet processing system support to achieve

the twin goals of simplified programmability and high packet throughput? We

quantify the relative benefits of a wide-array of mechanisms and show that, no

single mechanism can achieve high throughput and the minimal set must include a

locality-based mechanism, namely data caching and a parallelism-based mechanism

namely, multithreading. We then argue that a system based on this minimal set is

significantly easier to program than current systems.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, Section 5.1 explains our

experimental setup. We then compare the locality-based mechanisms in Section 5.2.

Next, in Section 5.3, we quantify the effectiveness of parallelism based mechanisms.

Section 5.4 demonstrates the advantages of a hybrid architecture that includes both

data caches and multithreading. Then, in Section 5.5 we make a case for supporting

data caches in packet processing systems. Finally, Section 5.6 discusses prior work

on memory bottleneck in packet processing.

5.1 Experimental Setup

In this chapter, we study the applications and use the tools described in Chapter 3.

However, in this chapter, we consider overhead resulting from only application-data

accesses. This is because of the following three main findings of our study of data

access patterns (Chapter 4).

• For all the applications, packet-data is relatively small in size (44bytes meta-

data and, 704 and 736 bytes of payload on an average for ANL and MRA
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traces, respectively). Further, packet-data are generally accessed sequentially.

Hence, prefetching [41, 47] is effective in minimizing the overhead of accessing

packet-data.

• Temporary-data is relatively small in size; for 12 out of 16 applications, temporary-

data is smaller than 108 bytes, with the maximum being only 496bytes. Fur-

ther, accesses to temporary-data exhibit considerable temporal locality. Thus,

by making use of registers, and where available, the small fast memories close

to the processor [52] to store temporary-data, the overhead for temporary-data

accesses can be eliminated.

• Application-data sizes are significantly larger than packet-data and temporary-

data. For our applications, the application-data sizes range from 135KB in

bsol to as high as 10 MB in portscan. These sizes are significantly larger

than the fast local-memories supported in today’s network processors. Further,

application-data accesses account for a large fraction of the total number of

accesses in most applications; even payload processing applications, such as

vscan, make far greater number of accesses to application-data than packet-

data. In many cases, application-data accesses constitute as much as 90% of

the non-temporary-data accesses.

In this study, we consider the following major mechanisms that have been

proposed for packet processing. Although it is not supported by todays systems,

we include data caching in our study since we have shown that packet processing

exhibits significant data locality (see Section 4.2).

• Under the latency-exploiting category, we consider: wide-word accesses [41,

70], special-purpose caches (e.g., route-caches) [26, 84], and multi-level mem-

ory hierarchy [45].
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• We include two parallelism-based technique include asynchronous (non-blocking)

memory accesses and hardware multithreading [45].

5.2 Locality-based Mechanisms

Techniques that exploit locality in the workload do one of two things: (1) Reduce the

number of memory accesses, or (2) reduce average access latency. We consider two

representative mechanisms for each of these two categories: wide-word accesses and

result-caches for reducing the number of memory accesses, and exposed multi-level

memory hierarchy and data caches for reducing average latency. We first evaluate

the effectiveness of each of these mechanisms in isolation, and then compare their

relative benefits.

5.2.1 Wide-word Accesses

The mechanism for issuing wide-word accesses to reduce memory access overhead

exploits two observations. First, for many applications, application-data is organized

into semantic units that are larger than one word (4 bytes). For instance, for the

patricia, each trie node is 16 bytes and when a trie node is accessed, most of

the fields within the node are accessed. Second, wide-word accesses amortize fixed

but significant parts of the access latency, such as the bus arbitration overhead,

over a larger number of bytes. For instance, accessing a double-word requires only

marginally more cycles than accessing a single-word, and substantially less than

accessing two single-words in succession.

Programmers can use wide-word accesses explicitly or compilers, through

data dependence analysis, can in some cases, issue wide-word accesses to fetch en-

tire data items in one go. The effectiveness of wide-word accesses depends on the

spatial locality of data accesses exhibited by applications and the size of the wide-

word. Figure 5.1 shows the observed percentage reductions in memory accesses as
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Figure 5.1: Effectiveness of wide-word accesses

a function of wide-word size; the applications shown here cover the entire range of

observed values. It shows for a wide-word size of 32 bytes, the number of memory

accesses performed by applications while processing a packet reduces by about 10%

for vscan application to 80% for drr.

5.2.2 Result Caches

In some applications, the result of a computation depends solely on the input packet

details (e.g., destination IP address). Such applications are amenable to caching the

results of computation; the cached results can be retrieved when another packet

with the same header fields appears. This eliminates the entire computation as well

as the corresponding memory accesses. An example of such a scheme is a route-

cache that caches the results of route lookups. When a packet destined to the same

IP address arrives again, the result of the previous lookup is re-used. Observe that

while wide-word accesses exploit intra-packet spatial locality, result-caching exploits
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temporal locality in the input packet stream.
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Figure 5.2: Effectiveness of result-caches

Figure 5.2 evaluates the effectiveness of result-caches in terms of the per-

centage reduction in the memory accesses as a function of the result-cache size for

different longest-prefix-match (LPM) implementations. Figure 5.2 shows two sets

of lines—for the ANL and MRA traces. It demonstrates that the percentage re-

duction in memory accesses is only a function of the trace, and not of the different

LPM implementations. Further, it shows that the percentage reduction in memory

accesses is higher for the ANL traces than the MRA traces. This is because, result-

cache reduces memory accesses only when packets of the same flow are processed.

MRA traces are collected from a link closer to the core of the Internet, while ANL

traces are collected at the edge of the network. Hence, MRA traces contain traffic

aggregated from a larger number of sources and contain larger number of simulta-

neous flows. This results in larger working sets and smaller hit-rates for a given

result-cache size.
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Note that a serious drawback of such result-caches is that many applications

do not lend themselves to result-caching; in particular, result-caches can’t be used

in applications where the processing of a packet depends upon or updates persistent

application state. For instance, in our metering applications, processing a packet

updates the state (namely, byte and packet counters) maintained for the flow; fur-

ther, the color of the mark a packet receives depends on this flow state. Thus, the

color of the mark cannot be cached since the next packet in the flow may receive a

different colored mark.

Exposed Memory Hierarchy

Many current packet processing systems expose the memory hierarchy to the pro-

grammers; programmers map data structures to different levels of the memory hi-

erarchy explicitly to reduce average latency.
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Figure 5.3: Effectiveness of exposed memory hierarchy

In the simplest case, to map a data structure to a certain level of the mem-
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ory hierarchy, the memory size should be at least as large as the maximum data

structure size. This “entire” data structure mapping scheme is essential for most

of the application data structures (e.g., a hash table or the virus-signature table).

However, for certain data structures—such as the trie used in LPM—it is possible

to partition the data structure such that the most frequently accessed portions of

the data structure (namely, the top-levels of the trie) are placed in fast memory and

the remaining structure is stored in a larger, slower memory [18, 52]. This approach

approximates the behavior of a cache through static partitioning of the data struc-

tures. Figure 5.3 shows the percentage reduction in the number of memory accesses

made to slower memory levels as a result of partitioning the trie across multiple

levels of the hierarchy. Note that the data structures used in bsol and ixp have a

very wide fanout at the first level; hence, they can’t take advantage of small, fast

memories using static mapping.

5.2.3 Data caches

To study the effectiveness of data caches, we consider a 2-way set-associative cache

with 16byte wide (4-words) lines1. Figure 5.4 depicts the percentage reduction in

accesses to slow memory as a function of data cache size for various applications

under the MRA and ANL traces; the results shown cover the entire range of observed

percentage reductions. It shows that even for a small data cache size (8KB), the

number of accesses to memory reduces by 65-99%. Further, as was the case for

result-caches, because of the greater locality present in ANL traces, the percentage

reduction in memory accesses is greater for ANL traces than MRA traces.
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5.2.4 Comparative Evaluation

Figure 5.5 compares, for all the applications and MRA traces, the percentage reduc-

tion in memory accesses resulting from the four different locality-based mechanism:

wide-word accesses, result-caches, exposed memory hierarchies, and data caches.

It illustrates that data caches dominate wide-word accesses and exposed memory

hierarchy in all cases; further, data caches perform better than result-caches in all

applications except bsol and ixp. In both of these applications, the data structure

constructed for LPM has a very wide fanout at the first level; hence, there is little

reuse of data across packets with different destination IP addresses. Further, be-

cause data caches maintain individual data items (as opposed to only the result of

the lookup), the working set size for data caches in these applications is larger than

result-caches.

From the above discussion, we conclude that data caches provide an at-

tractive alternative to wide-word accesses and exposed memory hierarchies. Unlike

result-caches, data caches are more general and can be used for all data structures.

Further, data caches are transparent to programmers and compilers, and thus sim-

plify programmability. Hence, data cache is an effective locality-based mechanism

for packet processing.

In Figures 5.6 and 5.7, we demonstrate the benefits and limits of using data

caches with respect to two performance metrics: (1) reduction in the processing time

of a single packet, and (2) processor utilization, defined as 1 minus the percentage

of the time a processor stalls waiting for memory accesses. For our experiments, we

use a miss penalty of 150 cycles, which represents the latency in accessing off-chip

QDR SRAM in IXP2800 [52].

For the MRA traces, Figure 5.6 shows the reduction in packet processing

time as a function of cache size for six applications (that capture the full range

1We have experimented with a range of associativity and line widths; all of these cases yield the
same set of qualitative conclusions we report in this chapter.
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Figure 5.6: Benefits of data caches - reduction in packet processing time

of reductions observed for all the applications). Note that the application bitmap

that benefits the least is in fact the one with higher hit-rates than many other

applications. This is because, bitmap examines long bitmaps to determine the next

trie node to visit and hence executes a larger number of compute operations per

memory access. Thus, the impact of reducing average memory latency is small.

On the other hand, applications such as drr exhibit significantly lower amount of

locality; yet, because of their memory-access-intensive nature, even a small data

cache of 8 KB can reduce the per-packet processing time by as much as 85%.

Figure 5.7 depicts processor utilization as a function of cache size for the

same six applications. The compute-bound bitmap achieve nearly 80% utilization

for small cache sizes. ixp performs as well as bitmap, but it needs a larger cache

(about 32 KB). For all other applications, processor utilization does not increase

much beyond 30% even for very large cache sizes (64 KB). Because of the memory-

access-intensive nature of these applications, even a small number of data cache
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misses cause significant processor stalls. Thus, we conclude that although data

caches can reduce the processing time of a single packet significantly, they alone are

insufficient to achieve acceptable processor utilization and high packet processing

throughput in many applications.

5.3 Parallelism-based Mechanisms

Since throughput is often the primary performance metric, packet processing sys-

tems, utilize parallelism-based mechanisms–such as hardware multithreading and

asynchronous memory–that exploit inter- and intra-packet parallelism, respectively,

to hide memory access latencies and to improve processor utilization. In this section,

we demonstrate that systems that use parallelism-based mechanisms alone can be

severely limited by the available off-chip memory bandwidth.

Figure 5.8 shows, for various applications, the processor utilization attainable
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using hardware multithreading; with multithreading, processor switches context to

a different thread upon scheduling a memory access. We show only a subset of

applications due to space constraints. However, the results for each of the remain-

ing applications resemble closely to one of these four and our conclusions remain

valid. For this and other experiments in this section, we use a context switch over-

head of two cycles (the minimum mandatory in IXP2800) and a miss-penalty of

150 cycles [52]. Figure 5.8 illustrates that, for all applications, processor utilization

improves linearly with increase in the number of threads supported. However, the

rate of improvement as well as the saturation levels are different for different appli-

cations. The following application characteristics influence the rate of improvement

and saturation levels.

• The number of computation operations C performed per context-switch: Higher

values of C amortize the context-switch overhead better; the higher the C,

the greater is the rate of improvement in processor utilization with increase in
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number of threads and higher is the saturation level. For instance, the values

of C are 26.71 and 1.8 for the ixp and patricia, respectively. Thus, for a con-

text switch overhead of 2 cycles, while the ixp is able to achieve a utilization

of 26.71/(26.71 + 2) = 0.93, the patricia is limited to 1.8/(1.8 + 2) = 0.47.

• Access to shared read/write data: The need to serialize access to shared

read/write data limits the amount of parallelism, and hence the effectiveness

of multithreading. This effect is quantified in Figure 5.8 for the two applica-

tions stream and classify. stream, involves accessing and updating a shared

splay tree for every packet; hence, increasing the number of threads yields lit-

tle improvement in processor utilization. However, because splay trees are

not well-suited to parallel hardware, we do not expect this data structure to

be used extensively in newer applications. The classify application, on the

other hand, involves a small critical section that serializes processing of pack-

ets when a flow is either added or deleted. Hence, the impact of serialization

is marginal. The metering schemes we consider exhibit behavior similar to

classify.

Limitations of Multithreading: We argued above that the performance of mul-

tithreading is limited by C and the serialization considerations resulting from access

to shared read/write data. NPs can utilize another parallelism-based mechanism—

namely, asynchronous memory accesses—to switch context only after issuing mul-

tiple memory accesses; this increases the value of C and improves the achievable

processor utilization. Today, however, a programmer is required to utilize asyn-

chronous memory explicitly; this complicates programming.

A more significant limitation of multithreading is that the memory band-

width requirement of a multithreaded processor grows linearly with increase in the

number of threads. This is because, with multithreading, the number of memory
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accesses made during the time taken to serve one grows linearly with the number

of threads in use and saturates at Penalty/(C + ContextSwitchOverhead) where

C denotes the number of compute operations performed per context-switch, and

Penalty denotes the memory access latency. Thus, processor utilization achieved

by multithreading is limited not only by C but also by the available memory band-

width.
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Figure 5.9 shows the bandwidth usage for the two applications ixp and

patricia in references/cycle. The memory bandwidth available for IXP2800 is

computed based on the aggregate bandwidth of the four QDR SRAM banks and

the processor clock of 1.4GHz. Figure 5.9 illustrates that, if all the 8 threads on an

IXP2800 core execute patricia, then the core would consume almost 4 times the

fair bandwidth share of the core. In other terms, running patricia on only 4 out of

the 16 cores available on IXP2800 would saturate the available memory bandwidth.

ixp, the hand-tuned implementation of LPM for IXP2800 does better. However,
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even in this case, ixp can utilize only 7 of the 16 cores before saturating the available

memory bandwidth (since running ixp on 8 threads on a core requires almost twice

the fair bandwidth share of the core). Thus, we conclude that parallelism-based

mechanisms that hide latency to improve processor utilization are necessary, but

not sufficient to achieve high throughput.

5.4 Hybrid Systems

In the previous two sections, we demonstrated that to achieve high throughput,

packet processing systems must exploit both locality and parallelism. In this section,

we consider a hybrid system architecture that combines a locality-based mechanism

(namely, data cache) and a parallelism-based mechanism (namely, multithreading).

We consider this combination for three reasons. First, data caches and multithread-

ing are complementary. Data caches exploit locality in the workload to reduce the

number of context-switches and the off-chip memory bandwidth requirement. Mul-

tithreading exploits parallelism in the workload to hide long cache-miss latencies and

to reduce processor stalls. Second, data caches are the best-of-breed in locality-based

mechanisms, and multithreading is the most effective parallelism-based technique.

Third, with respect to reducing the number of context-switches and increasing the

value of c, data caches outperform asynchronous memory accesses significantly (see

Figure 5.10); further, asynchronous memory accesses do not reduce the off-chip

memory bandwidth requirement of multithreaded processors.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of this hybrid architecture, we consider

two alternative processor architectures that are identical in terms of the functional

units and the overall chip area, but different with respect to their multithreading

and caching configurations. The first alternative (denoted as threads-only) uses the

available chip area (i.e., the area remaining after including appropriate functional

units and pipeline stages) to support as many hardware threads as possible; this is
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representative of today’s NP designs [45]. The second alternative (denoted as hybrid)

splits the available chip area between cache and threads. For this case, we determine

the optimal configuration by exhaustively simulating all possible combinations of

cache sizes and number of threads. We allocate chip area to hardware threads and

cache in units of thread-equivalents, which refers to the chip area required to support

a single hardware thread. We estimate a thread-equivalent using information about

Intel’s IXP2800 [45]; we use the Cacti toolkit [4] to estimate the number of cache

lines that can be accommodated in a certain chip area.

Figure 5.11 compares the processor utilization achieved by threads-only and

hybrid architectures as a function of available off-chip memory bandwidth. We

consider the two LPM implementations, ixp and patricia, from the previous plots.

For this experiment, we fix the chip area available to the two processor configurations

at 64 thread-equivalents. As Figure 5.11 demonstrates, for patricia, the hybrid

processor achieves almost 3 times the utilization (and hence throughput) of the

threads-only processor. For ixp, the threads-only and hybrid systems achieve similar

peak utilization; however, the hybrid system uses only a small fraction of the memory
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bandwidth (0.006 instead of 0.02 references/cycle). The horizontal lines for the

hybrid system indicate that its throughput is not constrained by memory bandwidth

at all; thus, the hybrid architecture scales better with increase in chip area than the

threads-only architecture.

Here we make an important observation. Hybrid systems are significantly

different from the state of the art systems in both general-purpose computing and

packet processing. The main difference with respect to the current packet processing

systems is the support for data caching. On the other hand, hybrid systems differ

from general-purpose processors in how the data cache is utilized. General-purpose

computing uses data caches to reduce the average memory access latency. However

the primary benefit of data caches in packet processing is to improve the effectiveness

and usability of hardware multithreading. We have shown in this section, that data

caches improve the effectiveness of threads by reducing the number of context-

switches and the off-chip memory bandwidth. We now explain how data caches
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simplify the programmability in the next section.

5.4.1 Programming the Hybrid Systems

Hybrid systems that include only data caches and hardware multithreading are

significantly easier to program than the current state of the art packet processing

platforms. The following explains the reasons for simplified programmability.

Only two mechanisms. Hybrid system consists of only two mechanisms and hence is

fundamentally simpler to program than the current systems. Further, this ease

of programming does not come at a cost of performance; Section- 5.4 shows

that hybrid systems, in fact, can achieve better performance than today’s state

of the art.

Data caches are easy to use. Data caches are transparent to programmers and com-

pilers. Further, we demonstrated that data caching dominates all the other

locality-based techniques. Hence, hybrid systems do not require the program-

mer or complier to perform any of the data layout optimizations discussed in

Section 2.3.1.

Programmer is no no longer required to do any of the following: (1) estimate

data structure sizes and access-frequencies, (2) determine, for each data struc-

ture, the right level of the memory hierarchy, (3) consider splitting large data

structures, (4) determine the applicability, effectiveness and storage require-

ments of result caches, and (5) tune access widths.

Data caches make it easy to use multithreading. The presence of data caches sim-

plifies the usage of hardware multithreading. In particular, in the presence of

data caches, processors can simply switch context from one thread to another

on a cache miss. We have shown that this scheduling policy improves the
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thread run lengths significantly – much more than the improvements that can

be obtained optimizations such as asynchronous memory (see Section 5.3).

Thus the hybrid systems free the programmer (or compiler) from the respon-

sibility of explicitly scheduling the hardware threads. Further in a system

with data caches, ensuring enough space for thread stacks and minimizing

off-chip memory bandwidth happen automatically. Thus, in programming a

hybrid system, a programmer is only required to develop thread-safe appli-

cations suitable for execution in a multi-processor environment; the existence

and usage of hardware multithreading becomes transparent.

5.5 A Case for Data caches

In this chapter, we demonstrated the advantages of supporting data caches in packet

processing systems. However, none of today’s commercial processors targeted for

packet processing support data caches. This is often attributed to three main hy-

potheses. First, It is widely-believed that the packet processing applications do not

exhibit locality and hence cannot benefit from caches [27, 54] Second, since through-

put is the primary performance metric for packet processing systems, mechanisms–

such as hardware multi-threading–that hide memory access latency are sufficient;

data caches–that reduce average memory access latency–are not necessary. Third,

packet processing systems must be (and are) provisioned with sufficient resources

to meet the worst-case traffic demands; since caches only improve the average-case,

they are not beneficial.

In this dissertation we showed that the first two hypothesis do not hold.

In what follows, we argue that most modern packet processing systems can be

provisioned with sufficient resources only to process an expected traffic mix; hence,

including caches to improve the average-case is valuable.

Traditionally, vendors of IP routers (Layer-2 and Layer-3 systems) have ad-
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vertised resource provisioning levels needed to meet the demands of the worst-case

traffic. This has led to a commonly held belief that packet processing systems must

be (and are) provisioned with sufficient processing resources to ensure that even a

worst-case stream of packet arrivals can be serviced by the system without dropping

any packets.

Worst-case provisioning advertised in IP routers, however, is somewhat mis-

leading. This is because, benchmarks defined by IETF and used by most vendors [12]

define worst-case only in terms of the arrival rate of packets (namely, arrival of

smallest size packets at the line rate) that request the basic IP forwarding service

(RFC-1812).

An IP router, in reality, processes multiple types of packets (e.g., IP packets

with and without options). Processing IP packets with options, for instance, takes

considerably larger number of processor cycles than basic IP forwarding; provision-

ing sufficient resources in an IP router to service worst-case arrival pattern of packets

that request IP options processing is prohibitively expensive. The well-known attack

in which every packet sent to a router requests IP options processing has exposed

the vulnerability of existing routers to such worst-case traffic mix.

The practice of optimizing for the average-case is also evident in current com-

mercial IP routers that use a route-cache to expedite route lookup in the average-

case. The engineering practice of provisioning sufficient processors to meet the de-

mands of expected traffic mix is even more pronounced in packet processing systems

supporting complex applications (e.g., Secure Sockets Layer [37], Network Address

Translation [32], firewalls [7], IPv4/IPv6 Interoperability [77], and TCP/IP header

compression and decompression [48]).

Most of these applications involve multiple types of packets; each of these

packet types contributes a reasonable percentage of the total traffic; and the arrival

rate of packet types can vary widely over time. Hence, most of these systems
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are designed with sufficient resources to service an expected mix of packet types,

while ensuring that the worst-case performance requirements for only the basic IP-

forwarding benchmark are met. In such systems, data caching not only can improve

processor utilization and throughput, but can also simplify programmability.

5.6 Related Work

A significant amount of prior work considers the problem of efficiently transferring

the packet-data (header and payload) from the ingress to the egress interface [41, 47].

The problem of application-data accesses is well-studied in the context of

route lookup. Many techniques have been proposed for reducing the number of

memory accesses performed during lookup [67]. While lookup schemes that can

exploit data caches are proposed in [25, 76], memory hierarchy designs specifically

meant for particular lookup schemes are considered in [18, 70].

Locality in destination IP addresses has also been well-characterized [35,

49, 62, 63]. This observation forms the basis of several proposals for result-caches.

For instance, special-purpose route-cache hardware has been proposed for route

lookup and for a similar but more general problem of Layer-4 classification in [26]

and [84], respectively. Techniques for improving performance of such route-caches

are explored in [38].

Memory access behavior of some packet processing applications is analyzed

in [17, 29, 57, 65, 80, 86]. However, none of these studies compare the relative

benefits of the various techniques for addressing memory bottleneck.

Summary: The following are the main conclusions of this chapter.

• Data caches outperform other locality-based mechanisms such as wide-word

accesses, special-purpose result-caches, and exposed multi-level memory hier-

archy. However, because of the memory intensiveness of packet processing,
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even a small number of cache misses can cause significant processor stalls.

Hence, data caches are insufficient to achieve high throughput.

• Because of the significant packet-level parallelism available in workloads, hard-

ware multithreading is effective at hiding memory access latency; its effective-

ness, however, is severely limited by constraints on off-chip memory band-

width, context-switch overhead, and serialization required to protect access to

shared read-write data.

• Hybrid systems that exploit both locality and parallelism, by including both

data caches and multithreading, achieve the twin-goals of high performance

and ease of programming. Data caches and multithreading complement each

other. Data caches exploit locality in the workload to reduce the number

of context-switches and the off-chip memory bandwidth requirement. Multi-

threading exploits packet-level parallelism to hide long cache-miss latencies.

• Hybrid systems are easy to program. Many of the optimization tasks related

to data layout and thread scheduling, that are being handled by programmers

today, are not required to achieve high packet throughputs.
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Chapter 6

Case for a Malleable Processor

Current packet processing systems use multiprocessing and multithreading to ex-

ploit packet level parallelism. However, as shown in Chapter 5, in order to achieve

high packet throughput these systems must complement multithreading with data

caching.

Observe that, these three mechanisms—multiprocessing, multithreading, and

data caching—require and compete for common system resources, namely chip area

and off-chip memory bandwidth. Further, the relative effectiveness of these mecha-

nisms is influenced by the deployment (combination of the application, packet traffic,

and system characteristics as well as other engineering considerations).

For instance, applications that access and update shared state for each packet

serialize the execution of packets; hence, such applications favor processor configu-

rations with larger data caches but with smaller number of cores and threads. In

contrast, systems with large off-chip memory bandwidth along with long access la-

tencies prefer multithreading over data caching. In such systems, even a rare cache

miss can cause significant processor stalls and hence, require multithreading to ef-

fectively hide the latencies. Similarly, deployments that are engineered to meet the

demands of the worst-case traffic also favor processor configurations with greater
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support for multithreading than caches because, only improve average-case, but not

the worst-case. Consequently, the ideal combinations of these three mechanisms

that maximize packet throughput may change from one deployment to another.

Thus, the relative amounts of chip area allocated to these mechanisms can

have significant influence on the versatility of the system. Informally, we say an

architecture is versatile if it can achieve, for a wide-range of deployments, packet

processing throughput close to that of a hypothetical fully configurable processor

(HFC-processor).

We define an HFC-processor as a chip-multiprocessor that can support all

configurations—defined as the triple 〈Number of cores, Number of threads per core,

Amount of cache per core〉—that can be accommodated within the available chip

area. That is, HFC-processor is a hypothetical chip that allows each deployment to

utilize the available area to best suit its requirements and thus maximize the packet

processing throughput. Note that, HFC processor is impossible to realize due to

the fixed nature of execution pipelines. However, we employ the concept of an

HFC-processor as a benchmark because, its performance represents the maximum

benefits one can obtain by exercising the tradeoff between locality and parallelism.

In this chapter, we address the fundamental question: how to partition a

given amount chip area among caching, multithreading and multiprocessing in order

to ensure maximum versatility?. We conduct an extensive study with over 2000

realistic deployment scenarios, and an exhaustive set of possible processor configu-

rations. We make the following contributions.

1. We show that the balance among multiprocessing, multithreading and data

caching varies significantly across the deployments.

2. We show that fixed configurations used in today’s state-of-the-art packet pro-

cessing systems are not versatile; for the same chip area, in over 25% of the de-

ployment scenarios we consider, the HFC-processor (i.e., the best configuration
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selected for each deployment scenario) can achieve four times the throughput

of a state-of-the-art commercial network processor, namely IXP2800.

3. We define the optimal-fixed configuration as the particular processor configu-

ration that minimizes, across all deployment scenarios, the maximum loss in

throughput as compared to what an HFC-processor of the same chip area can

achieve. We experimentally derive the optimal-fixed configuration and show

that it is more versatile than a state-of-the-art commercial network processor

(IXP2800). However, for the same chip area, in over 25% of the deployment

scenarios, the HFC-processor can still achieve twice the throughput of our

optimal-fixed processor configuration.

4. We then consider a malleable network processor architecture, in which the

number of processor cores is fixed but, within each core, the number of threads

and the amount of cache can be configured to best suit the characteristics of

the deployment. We show that such a malleable architecture can achieve, in

75% of the deployments, throughput within 20% of what can be achieved by

the HFC-processor.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1, we describe

the deployment scenarios, experimental setup, and the tools used for our analyses.

In Section 6.2, we consider a single processor core and analyze the impact of ap-

plication, trace, and system characteristics on the balance between multithreading

and caching. Section 6.3 derives the optimal-fixed architecture and compares its

performance to both IXP2800 and the HFC-processor. In Section 6.4, we evaluate

the performance of a malleable architecture that allows, within each core, number

of threads and cache capacity to be traded off. Finally, Section 6.5 describes the

related work.
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6.1 Experimental Methodology

In this section, we first describe the set of deployment scenarios we consider. Then,

we explain the tools we use for the processor simulations and chip area estimation.

Finally, we discuss the performance metric we use to compare various fixed and

malleable architectures.

6.1.1 Deployment Scenarios

We informally define a deployment scenario as a combination of the following: (1)

application, (2) packet trace, (3) memory subsystem characteristics, and (4) other

important engineering considerations.

Applications, Packet Traces and Data: For all the experiments in this chapter

we utilize the same applications, packet traces and control data used in the compar-

ative study of mechanisms presented in Chapter 5. A detailed description of these

applications, packet traces, and control data can be found in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

System Characteristics: We now discuss on the system model. We consider a

single-chip, homogeneous multi-core processor where the individual cores are mul-

tithreaded. Each core contains a local data cache that is shared by all of its the

threads; the cores share a single global memory level. We assume that data cache

can be accessed in a single cycle. Two parameters can be used to characterize the

memory shared across cores in such an architecture: (1) the latency for accessing

the memory, and (2) the memory access bandwidth. We assume that data-coherence

is managed in software by employing flow-pinning—a load distribution technique

that ensures that all packets that modify a given data item are always processed

on the same processor. This eliminates the need for hardware coherence among the

individual data caches.
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To study realistic deployment scenarios, we consider multiple values of la-

tency and bandwidth—the choice is guided by the values of these parameters sup-

ported in modern network processors. For instance, the memory access latencies for

the memory hierarchy of IXP2800 are approximately: 50 (scratchpad), 200 (SRAM),

and 300 (DRAM) cycles. The four SRAM channels support a cumulative bandwidth

of 0.14 references per CPU cycle [51]. Hence, for our experiments, we consider sev-

eral different latency values: 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 cycles; and memory

access bandwidths ranging from 0.04 references per cycle to 2.56 references per cycle.

Engineering Considerations: We consider an important engineering charac-

teristic of the deployment that influences the balance between threads and data

caches. This characteristic specifies whether the system is engineered to provide

deterministic guarantees under the worst-case traffic, or is optimized to efficiently

process the expected-case traffic. Systems that are engineered to provide guaran-

tees under worst-case traffic favor architectures with greater support for hardware

threads (since caches can only help in the average case). Hence, for each combina-

tion of application, packet trace and memory subsystem, we consider two different

deployments: one that is engineered for the worst-case traffic and the other that is

optimized for the expected-case traffic.

6.1.2 Tools

Simulation: Experiments in this section are carried out using the simulation in-

frastructure described in Section 3.2.1. First, we use the sim-safe to generate the

execution trace for each of the deployment. We use this trace to drive our multi-

threaded core simulator. We then extrapolate the expected performance for multiple

cores by linearly scaling the the packet throughput as well as the memory bandwidth

usage. It is fair to assume that this extrapolation is an accurate approximation be-

cause packet traffic is inherently parallel and packet processing systems often take
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care to balance load across the individual cores.

Chip area Estimation: We first estimate the chip area required for a single core.

Then, based on our homogeneous processor and work load assumption, we compute

the total area requirements by multiplying the single core area with number of cores.

For the purpose of estimating the chip area, we represent a single multi-

threaded core as consisting of a thread-independent, a thread-specific, and a data

cache region. The thread-independent region includes such components as one or

more functional units, pipeline logic, and instruction fetch and decode units. The

thread-specific region includes all the context-specific information such as register

files, status words, program counter, etc. The data cache region contains the data

cache. We assume that the size of the thread-specific region grows linearly with

number of threads supported by the processor core. Thus, the area occupied by a

multi-threaded core is estimated as: Sl + Nt × St + Sc, where Nt is the number of

threads per core; and Sl, St, and Sc, respectively, denote the chip area occupied by

the thread-independent, thread-specific, data cache regions.

We derive estimates for Sl and St using Intel’s IXP2800 NP (see Figure 2.1).

IXP2800 is designed using 0.13 micron technology; it consists of 16 processing cores

(referred to as micro-engines) that are used for fast-path packet processing. The

IXP2800 also includes an XScale core which is used only for less-frequent control-

path operations; hence, we do not consider the chip area occupied by XScale in

our calculations. The 16 micro-engines occupy approximately 29% of the 14.12 ×

18.88 mm2 die, for a total of 4.83mm2 per micro-engine. 73% of the area of each

micro-engine represents thread-independent region that consists of the instruction

store, functional units, pipeline and a 640-word local memory used for storing stack

variables. The remaining 27% (1.3 mm2) of the area of each micro-engine constitutes

thread-specific region. Since each micro-engine supports 8 threads, each thread

occupies 0.163mm2 of chip area. For our analysis, we assume that chip area is
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allocated in units of per-thread area (namely, 0.163mm2); we refer to this as one

thread-equivalent. Note that for IXP2800, the thread-independent area used for each

micro-engine is about 21 thread-equivalents. Thus, while each micro-engine occupies

29 (21+8) thread-equivalents of space, the total area for all the 16 micro-engines is

approximately 464 (16 × 29) thread-equivalents.

We estimate data cache size using Cacti-3.2 [4] with a 0.13 micron fabrica-

tion process. With these parameters, a single thread-equivalent of chip area can

accommodate about 128 2-way associative 16-byte lines. Once more than 8 thread-

equivalent chip area is allocated to data cache, every additional thread-equivalent

adds about 256 cache lines.

6.1.3 Performance Metric

We measure the effectiveness of fixed architectures (and hence, the diversity among

deployments) by quantifying the performance (packet throughput) loss they incur

when compared to an ideal processor that can be configured, for each deployment,

with the appropriate number of cores, threads-per-core and cache-per-core.

Let C denote architectural configuration triple 〈Np (number-of-processor-

cores), Nt (threads-per-core), Nc (cache-per-core)〉. A(C) the chip area, in thread-

equivalents, needed by configuration C is given by Np ∗ (Nt + Nc). C(a) denotes

the set of all configurations that can be accommodated within a chip area of a

thread-equivalents.

C(a) = {C|A(C) ≤ a} (6.1)

Let D denote a deployment scenario (defined as a combination of application,

trace, and system characteristics as well as other deployment considerations); let D

be the set of all deployment scenarios. Let U(C, D) denote the utilization achieved

when the configuration C is used in deployment D. Then, Umax(D), the utilization
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achieved, under deployment D by the HFC-processor of size a is given by

Umax(a, D) = max
C∈C(a)

{U(C, D)} (6.2)

Now, we can express our metric Lscene(C, a, D) (the normalized loss in uti-

lization with respect to the ideal processor) as follows.

Lscene(C, a, D) =
Umax(a, D) − U(C, D)

Umax(a, D)
(6.3)

We define the loss suffered by a given configuration C as the maximum loss

it incurs over the set of all the deployments.

Lconfig(C, a) = max
∀D∈D

{Lscene(C, a, D)} (6.4)

We note that max, as opposed to mean, is the appropriate way to summarize

the loss over the set of all deployments. This is because, the average loss under

multiple deployments would be meaningful only if, a single (and the same) processor

chip is expected to run, for equal durations, in each of the deployments. Further, the

chip should switch between the deployments over time scales that are comparable

to those over which the loss is measured.

However, in reality, the deployment in which a given packet processing chip

runs does not change over time. System parameters, namely off-chip memory access

latency and bandwidth do not change over the course of normal operation. Packet

traffic, on the other hand, exhibits time-of-day variations. However, we examined a

number of core and edge traces collected at different times of the day and found that,

these variations happen over a span of multiple hours and are not drastic enough

to make the edge traffic look like core traffic and vice-versa. Finally, application

code executed by today’s packet processing systems stays the same for much longer

durations(often months); only rare events such as bug-fixes introduce minor changes
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to the application code. Hence, our choice of max as the summarizing function

agrees with the performance analysis guidelines laid out by Raj Jain in [50].

Let Copt be the optimum fixed configuration that achieves the minimum loss

(i.e., minimum Lconfig); Copt be expressed as follows.

Copt(a) = arg min
C∈C(a)

{Lconfig(C, a)} (6.5)

The minimum loss Copt(a) incurs is denoted by Lopt(a) and is given by

Lopt(a) = min
C∈C(a)

{Lconfig(C, a)} (6.6)

We solve all the optimization problems posed above—equations: (6.2), (6.4),

(6.5), and (6.6)—by exhaustively searching through the parameter space.

6.2 Impact of Deployment Scenarios

In this section, we study the impact of choosing different deployment scenario (de-

fined by different combinations of application, trace, and system characteristics as

well as other deployment considerations (e.g., engineering the system for worst-case

or the average-case traffic)) on the balance between multithreading and caching. For

these experiments, we consider a single processor core with 16 thread-equivalents

of chip area available to be split between threads and cache. We fix the context-

switch overhead to 2 cycles (the minimum mandatory context-switch overhead on

IXP2800), and the available off-chip bandwidth at 0.64 references per CPU cycle

(the cumulative SRAM bandwidth available on IXP2800). Further, while studying

the effect of application and trace characteristics, we fix the memory latency at 200

cycles (the SRAM access latency in IXP2800).

Application Characteristics: Figure 6.1(a) shows a bar-graph depicting the bal-

ance between threads-per-core and cache-per-core best-suited for each application.
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The darker and the lighter regions, respectively, represent the number of thread-

equivalents assigned to threads and data cache. It can be seen that the balance

varies over almost the entire range.

On the one extreme are the applications: cast, md5 and checksum that use

up most of the space (≥ 15) for threads. These applications scan the payload and

thus do not benefit from cache. Hence, they prefer processor configurations with

large number of threads to hide the latency. On the other extreme lie applications

drr, stream, and portscan. In these applications, a significant fraction of the

per-packet processing is not parallelizable; the data structure (e.g., the splay trees)

maintained by these applications are modified by all the packets and accesses to the

data structure are serialized through locks. Hence, these applications do not benefit

from large number of threads. Thus, for these applications, much of the available

chip area (12 of the 16 thread-equivalents) is allocated to the data cache.

Many other applications—such as ixp, patricia, bitmap, trtcm, srtcm,

tswtcm, and classify—fall in the middle. These applications exhibit considerable

locality for data accesses and are also amenable to parallelization. Hence, the avail-

able chip area is split somewhat evenly between threads and cache (with about 5-8

thread-equivalents allocated for threads).

Based on this discussion, we conclude that the applications differ from each

other widely in terms of the characteristics that influence the balance between mul-

tithreading and caching. Further, no single configuration of threads-per-core and

cache-per-core is well-suited for all the applications.

Traffic Characteristics: Figure 6.1(b) shows the balance between multithreading

and caching when the same set of applications as in Figure 6.1(a) are driven with

the MRA trace. We make the following observations:

The balance does not change for payload processing applications such as

cast, md5, and vscan. This is because, data accesses of payload processing applica-
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Figure 6.1: Effect of application and traffic characteristics on the balance between
threading and caching

tions do not depend upon the particular values for various header fields and hence

are not influenced by trace characteristics. Similarly, the serialization of processing

inherent to drr, stream, and portscan ensures that balance for these applications

is also independent of trace characteristics.

Applications—such as ixp, patricia, bitmap, trtcm, srtcm, tswtcm, and

classify—exhibit locality of for accesses to application-data. The extent of locality,

however, depends upon how packets from different flows (as identified by different

fields in packet header) are interleaved. For instance, for the route-lookup scheme

such as ixp, the frequency of re-occurrence of the same destination IP address

in the packet stream determines the locality in accessing the trie data structure.

Figure 6.1(b) shows that, for these applications, the best partitioning for the MRA

trace allocates more chip area to threads as compared of the case with ANL trace.

This is because, the MRA trace exhibits lesser locality in the header fields (i.e.,

flows). To see why, recall that MRA traces are collected from a link closer to the core

of the Internet, while ANL traces are collected at the edge of the network. Hence,

MRA traces contain traffic aggregated from a larger number of sources and hence

contain a larger number of simultaneous flows. Hence, in MRA traces, packets of a
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Figure 6.2: Effect of memory latency on the balance

given flow are separated by a larger number of un-related packets (of other flows).

This results in larger working sets, which in turn leads to smaller hit-rates for a

given cache size.

Note that this difference in locality yields significant change in the desired

balance between threading and caching. For the metering applications such as

srtcm, for instance, the chip area allocated to threads changes from 7 to 12 thread-

equivalents when going from ANL to MRA traces. Thus, we conclude that traffic

characteristics can influence desired balance significantly.

Memory system Characteristics: Figure 6.2 shows, for the application classify,

the change in balance between threading and caching with increasing memory ac-

cess latency for both ANL and MRA traces. It illustrates that, for both the ANL

and MRA traces, the balance shifts from a cache-heavy configuration (e.g., with

4 threads and 12 thread-equivalents allocated to cache) at 50 cycle latency to a

thread-heavy configuration (e.g., with 12 threads and 4 thread-equivalents allocated

to cache) at 300 cycle memory latency. Note that restricting the off-chip memory

bandwidth influences the balance similarly; for brevity, we omit these results.

Engineering Considerations: All of the results presented in this section assume

deployments that are engineered for expected-case traffic. Deployments that are
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engineered to meet the demands of the worst-case traffic favor multithreading over

caches (since caches only improve average-case, but not the worst-case); for these

cases, all of the available chip area is devoted to threads. Thus, we conclude that

the balance between threads and cache is influenced significantly by the deployment

scenario.

6.3 Inadequacy of Fixed Architectures

In this section, we consider multi-core architectures, and ask the question: For

a given chip area of a thread-equivalents, does there exist a versatile processor

configuration that performs well (with respect to our metric Lconfig(C, a)), across the

full-spectrum of deployment scenarios. First, we demonstrate that even the optimal

configuration with the minimum loss suffers significant performance degradation

in many deployments. We then show that, fixed architectures are not versatile

even when they are specialized to work only in subsets of deployments with similar

characteristics (e.g: all deployments on the edge of the network).
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Figure 6.3: Minimum loss as a function of available area
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6.3.1 All Deployment Scenarios

For a given area a, Figure 6.3 shows, Lopt(a), the loss suffered by the optimal-fixed

configuration Copt(a). That is, the figure plots the minimum loss in utilization over

all possible configurations that can be accommodated within a chip area of a thread-

equivalents. Consider an area of 464 thread-equivalents (approximately the area

occupied by the 16 micro-engines of IXP2800). The optimal configuration (Copt)

for this area is (6,7,45)—i.e., 6 processor cores, each with 7 hardware threads and

a data cache that occupies 45 thread-equivalents of area. Although, being optimal,

this configuration achieves the minimum loss (Lconfig), it still looses, at least in one

deployment, as much as 72% when compared to the HFC-processor (hypothetical

fully configurable processor). That is, even the optimal partitioning of the 464

thread equivalents among multiprocessing, multithreading, and data caching yields

only about one fourth of the throughput achieved by the HFC-processor of the same

size.

Note that, at very small chip areas, the loss is significantly smaller. To see

why, observe that, smaller areas allow smaller number of feasible processor config-

urations. This forces the preferred configurations for the individual deployments to

be similar to each other. Hence, with smaller chip areas, diversity among the de-

ployments does not lead to equally diverse set of preferred processor configurations.

Thus, the loss grows with the area and flattens out when the number of configura-

tions becomes large enough to not constrain the diversity among the deployments.

For the rest of this chapter we fix the available area at 464 thread-equivalents.

This allows us to compare various architectures to the current state-of-the-art NP

IXP2800. Further, we observe that our conclusions hold for any larger area since

increasing area beyond 464 does not affect the Lopt.

As explained in Section 6.1.3, this 72% is the maximum Lscene over all sce-

narios when the configuration is fixed at Copt. We now examine the loss suffered
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by individual scenarios under the optimal config, Copt. We consider the cumulative

distribution function (CDF) of Lscene over the scenario space. This function, for a

specific configuration (Copt in this case) maps a given loss value L to the fraction of

scenarios that suffer a loss no more than L.

We noticed that, for a given area, there are more than one configuration with

losses very close to the absolute minimum. However, these configurations are very

similar to each other. Further they differ very little in how the loss is distributed

over the scenarios. For instance, for an area of 464, the configurations (6,7,46),

(6,8,45), (6,7,47) and (6,8,46) have loss distributions very similar to that of the

Copt: (6,7,45). Hence, for the rest of the paper, we present the details for only one

of the alternative configurations and observe that the results hold for the remaining.

Figure 6.4 shows the loss distribution over the individual scenarios for optimal

configuration (Copt) (6,7,45) and the IXP2800 (16,8,0). First, note that the optimal

configuration is very different from the state-of-the-art commercial NP. The optimal

processor includes a smaller number of cores and devotes a large part of the area to

data caching. Further, we make the following important observations.
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Compared to the state-of-the-art NP IXP2800, the optimal-fixed configu-

ration achieves significantly smaller loss in many deployments. For instance, con-

sider the 75th percentile value—i.e., the worst suffering 25% scenarios. In case of

IXP2800, these deployments lose at least 78% of the possible throughput. That is,

the HFC-processor achieves as much as 4 times the throughput of IXP2800. On the

other hand, optimal-fixed processor incurs a much smaller—yet very significant—

loss of at least 47%. This means, for these scenarios, the HFC-processor can achieve

more than twice the throughput of the processor with configuration Copt. Thus, we

demonstrate that the loss the optimal configuration has to suffer is not due to a

few outliers; a significant fraction of scenarios suffer substantial loss in performance.

Thus, we conclude that fixed architectures are not versatile enough to work well

across the entire deployment space.

However, we make two more important observations. First, it is interesting

to note that, for both IXP2800 as well as Copt, about 20% of the deployments did

not suffer any loss at all. Second, while the worst suffering 50% scenarios lose signifi-

cantly more with IXP2800 than with Copt, in the remaining 50% scenarios IXP2800

works almost as well as Copt. This is so because, the IXP, being a threads-only

system, suits well for the roughly 50% of the deployments scenarios that are opti-

mized for the deterministic worst-case performance. These two observations seem to

indicate that there are groups of deployments with somewhat similar requirements

from the processor architecture. This leads us to considering subsets of deployments

where members of each subset share some common characteristics. The next sub-

section investigates whether designing a separate specialized configuration for each

of these subsets achieves improved versatility.
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6.3.2 Specializations for Subsets of Deployments

We consider the following subsets of scenarios: (1) those that require worst-case

bounds (worst-case); (2) those that are engineered for average-case (average-case);

(3) those near the edge of the network (edge); (4) those near the core of the network

(core); (5) those with low latency and low bandwidth (low-latbw) memory sub-

system; and (6) those that have high bandwidth memory that also has high latency

(high-latbw). We denote the full set of scenarios with all. We demonstrate that

that specializing for any subset other than worst-case does not yield configurations

that perform well across all the deployments within the subset.

Number of Threads Per Cache per Processor
Specialization Processors Processor Th.Eqs KBytes

all 6 7 45 96

core 7 7 34 78

edge 6 7 45 96

average-case 6 7 45 96

worst-case 16 8 0 0

low-latbw 7 3 36 80

high-latbw 11 7 12 25

Table 6.1: Optimal-fixed configurations for all subsets of scenarios

Table 6.1 shows, for all the above mentioned subsets of scenarios, the optimal-

fixed configuration that minimizes the Lconfig(C, a) for an area of 464 thread-

equivalents. The optimal configurations for subsets edge and average-case are

the same as the optimal configuration for all. Hence, we focus on the remaining

four specializations, namely core, worst, low-latbw and high-latbw.

For each of these four deployment subsets, Figures 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8 compare

the loss distributions observed, over the subset in question, for two configurations:

optimal configuration specialized for that subset and optimal configuration for the

full set of deployments(i.e., all). We make the following observations.
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Figure 6.5: Specialized fixed architecture for deployments in network core

For core, (Figure 6.5(a)) specialization does not improve the versatility; in

almost all scenarios, the specialized configuration incurs losses that are very close to

those sustained by the generic configuration (i.e., the optimal-fixed configuration for

the deployment set all). This indicates that, in spite of the similar packet traffic,

the differences among other characteristics can lead to significant diversity across

the deployments.

For the two subsets high-latbw and low-latbw, specialization achieves,

when compared to the generic configuration, lower losses for all the deployments

(See Figures 6.6 and 6.7). However, the losses incurred remain very significant even

with the specialized configurations. For instance, the worst suffering 25% scenarios

of low-latbw and high-latbw lose at least 32% and 37% respectively.

The subset worst-case, on the other hand, benefits significantly from the

specialization (Figure 6.8). With the specialized configuration, the worst suffer-

ing 25% scenarios incur just about 15-24% loss. This is because, the deployments
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Figure 6.6: Specialized fixed architecture for deployments with low latency low
bandwidth memory subsystem

in worst-case are designed to use only threads in order to provide deterministic

guarantees. Hence, they pick from a small number of threads-only configurations.

Further, the optimal configuration for all suffers in this subset because, the chip

area it devotes to data cache is wasted.

Thus, we conclude that, out of the six different subsets we consider, special-

ization yields a versatile configuration only in the worst-case subset.

6.4 Malleable Architectures

The considerable diversity among the deployment scenarios demonstrated by the

previous section would seem to indicate that achieving satisfactory performance

would require a large number of different processor chips. This section, however,

demonstrates that an architecture with the flexibility to trade between thread count

and cache capacity, even with a fixed number of processor cores, can in fact cover a
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Figure 6.7: Specialization of fixed architecture for deployments with high latency
high bandwidth memory subsystem

substantial fraction of the deployment space.

We call such an approach a malleable architecture, as some of the design

decisions are implemented as hardware configurations, rather than as design-time

decisions fixed in the silicon. The principal justification for this type of malleability

is the observation that the main resource required for supporting both hardware

threads as well as data caches is the same: fast storage close to the pipeline. While

threads utilize this storage for the thread-specific data such as program counter and

general-purpose registers, data caches use this storage to hold data that is expected

to be accessed in the near future. Thus, if the storage for threads and cache were

equivalent, then decreasing the cache capacity would allow the number of threads

to increase and vice-versa.

Hence, In this section, we consider a malleable processor architecture that

has fixed number of cores, but allows within each core, the tradeoff between thread
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Figure 6.8: Specialization of fixed architecture for deployments engineered for worst
case traffic

count and cache capacity. We study an ideal version of this processor that does

not sacrifice any performance to achieve this malleability. That is, we assume that

an ideal malleable core can match, for all possible combinations of threads and

cache, the performance of an equivalent fixed core (i.e., a fixed core that has the

same number of threads and amount of cache the ideal malleable core is configured

to have). We show that a processor chip consisting of a fixed number of ideal

malleable cores achieves performance that is, within 20% of the HFC-processor in

75% of the deployments, four times that of IXP2800 in 25% of the deployments,

and about 70% more than the fixed optimal (Copt, derived in Section 6.3), in 25%

of the deployments.

Choosing Processor Count: We first examined all possible configurations of a

malleable architecture for a 77mm2 malleable chip (equivalent in size to the IXP

2800), varying the total processor size such that the processor count ranged from 1
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Figure 6.9: Histogram of desired number of threads per core.

to 26. We found that the best malleable processor for the spectrum of application

scenarios, relative to the optimal per scenario configuration, consists of 9 processors

each with 26 thread-equivalents of storage (1 thread and 58KB in the maximum

cache configuration). Given a total of 9 processors, Figure 6.9 shows a histogram

of the number of scenarios that preferred each of the possible partitions of space

between threads and cache. Note that the range of preferred scenarios covers all

possible cache/thread configurations. Surprisingly, both ends of the spectrum are

well represented as approximately 230 scenarios prefer 1 thread and 58KB of cache

while an equal number prefer 26 threads and no cache. This further reinforces that

the demands of network processing workloads are extremely diverse.

Ideal Malleable Processor Performance: Figure 6.10 compares the perfor-

mance distribution (again expressed in terms of the cumulative distribution function

of the loss metric) of the ideal malleable processor with 9 cores to that of the optimal-

fixed configuration (6 cores, 7 threads/core, 96KB cache) and an IXP 2800-like con-

figuration (16 cores, 8 threads/core). Allowing variability in the cache/thread ratio

provides substantial improvements over the fixed architectures across the spectrum
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Figure 6.10: Versatility of the malleable processor

of scenarios. Over 50% of the scenarios experience no performance loss from HFC-

processor. In comparison, optimal-fixed can eliminate loss only about the 20% of

the deployments. While 75% of the scenarios experience less than a 20% perfor-

mance loss (compared to losses of 47% and 78% for the optimal-fixed and IXP2800

respectively). These results demonstrate that the flexibility to trade off cache versus

threads can capture much more of the diversity of the deployment scenarios than

any fixed architecture.

Figures 6.11 and 6.12, respectively, show, over all deployments, the through-

put improvements the ideal malleable processor can achieve as compared to the

IXP2800 and the optimal-fixed architecture The bars in each figure show the frac-

tion of the deployments in which the ideal malleable processor achieves a given

performance improvement. The curve above the bars shows, for a given perfor-

mance improvement of x, the percentage of the deployments where the malleable

processor achieves an improvement of at least x. The figures show that when com-

pared to IXP2800, the ideal malleable processor improves the throughput by at least
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Figure 6.11: Throughput improvements of ideal malleable over IXP2800
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Figure 6.12: Throughput improvements of ideal malleable over optimal-fixed

200% in 38% of the deployments, and by at least 400% in as many as 25% of the de-

ployments. Even when compared to the optimal-fixed configuration, the malleable

processor improves performance by at least 60% in 35% of the deployments, and by

at least 70% in about 25% of the deployments.

Malleability And Specialization: We now consider the subsets of deployments

studied in Section 6.3.2. First, we examine whether specializing the malleable ar-

chitectures to each of these subsets further improves the versatility. Table 6.2 shows

the optimal malleable processor configurations for all the subsets. First, no spe-
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Figure 6.13: Specialized-fixed vs. Malleable - For deployments in the network core
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Figure 6.14: Specialized-fixed vs. Malleable - For deployments engineered for worst-
case traffic

cialization is needed for subsets edge, average-case and low-latbw because, their

specialized optimal configurations (9,26) is the same as the optimal for all. Since

the optimal configuration for the subset core is very similar to that of all, as shown
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Figure 6.15: Specialized-fixed vs. Malleable - For deployments with high latency
high bandwidth memory subsystems

all core edge average-case worst-case low-latbw high-latbw

9, 26 10, 22 9, 26 9, 26 16, 8 9, 26 13, 13

Table 6.2: Optimal malleable configurations for all subsets of scenarios (processors,
max-threads)

in Figure 6.13, specialization obtains little benefits. For the remaining two subsets

worst-case and high-latbw, specialization can achieve better performance, respec-

tively, in about 20 and 25% of the deployments (Figures 6.14 and 6.15). Thus, out of

the 6 subsets, only 25% of the 2 subsets see any benefits of specialization. Hence, we

conclude that similar to the fixed architectures, specializing malleable architectures

to subsets deployments does not offer any significant benefits.

Finally, we demonstrate that malleability obtains most of the benefits of spe-

cializing fixed architectures to the individual deployment subsets. We compare, in

Figures 6.13, 6.14, and 6.15, the performance of the generic malleable processor con-

figuration (9,26), to that of the fixed architecture specially optimized for the subset
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of deployments under consideration. From these figures we conclude that except for

the subset worst-case, malleable processor performs better or comparable to the

fixed, but specialized, architectures. Even in case of worst, only in about 15% of

the deployments, fixed-specialized outperforms the generic malleable processor by

significant margin.

Summary: In this chapter, we first show that, the deployment characteristics

significantly influence the balance among the multiprocessing, multithreading and

data caching. We then demonstrate that the current fixed configurations are not

versatile. For the same chip area, in over 25% of the deployment scenarios we

consider, the ideal configuration selected for each deployment scenario can achieve

almost twice the throughput of the optimal-fixed configuration, and almost four

times the throughput of state-of-the-art a commercial network processor. Then, we

demonstrate the need for new microarchitectural mechanisms by quantifying the

versatility of a malleable processor that has a fixed number of cores, but allows the

tradeoff between threads and data cache within each core. We show that such a

malleable architecture can achieve, in 75% of the deployments, throughput that is

about 70% more than the optimal-fixed architecture, and is within 20% of what can

be achieved by an ideal configuration selected for each deployment.

Thus we conclude that it is crucial to be able to tradeoff resources between

the two main approaches to addressing the memory bottleneck, namely exploiting

data locality to reduce the memory access latency and exploiting packet-level par-

allelism to hide the memory access latency. Hence, in the next chapter, we present

a realizable architecture that facilitates such tradeoff.
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6.5 Related Work

Caching and multithreading are well-known and well-studied techniques for toler-

ating memory latency [39, 16, 68, 53, 19]. These studies largely focus on under-

standing, either analytically or empirically, the interactions between caching and

multithreading. All of these studies are performed in the context of traditional mul-

tiprocessor or multithreaded workloads. Our work differs in that it analyzes the

combination of caching and multithreading for network processing workloads and

examines the tradeoff of silicon area between processor count, thread count, and

cache capacity.

In prior work, Farrens used a similar area-based methodology to examine

the tradeoff between processor count and cache capacity in a chip multiprocessor

(CMP) [34]. Hwu added another dimension by examining the granularity of the pro-

cessor core and included memory bandwidth constraints in their analysis [44]. Both

of these studies limited themselves to traditional uniprocessor and multiprocessor

applications.

Traditional processor architectures such as SMT, superscalar, and CMP have

been evaluated for their suitability for network processing in [29, 30]. Their studies

use a fixed amount of cache and focuses on quantifying the ability of the candidate

architectures to exploit ILP. An analytical design space exploration for network

processors is carried out in [36]. This study, as done in [68], assumes that the

threads split the cache evenly among themselves and hence does not consider the

interactions between threading and caching.
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Chapter 7

Realizing the Malleable

Processor

In this chapter, we present a design of a malleable processor that has a fixed number

of cores, but where the number of threads-per-core and cache-per-core can be config-

ured based on deployment requirements. Our design exploits the observation that

both multithreading and data caches utilize the same abstract resource—namely,

fast memory close to the processor core. Whereas multithreading uses this memory

to store context-specific registers, data caches use it to store data that is likely to

be accessed in the near future.

Thus, malleability can be realized by designing malleable storage that can

be partitioned into two regions; one is used to hold context-specific registers while

the other is used as a data cache. The size of these regions can be configured to

best suit the deployment. However, the fundamental differences in capacity, latency

and bandwidth requirements of these two types of data (registers and cacheable

data) make it impossible to realize such a malleable storage based solely on circuit-

level techniques. Hence, we develop novel architectural mechanisms to realize the

malleable storage. We make the following contributions.
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1. We propose a two-level malleable storage architecture consisting of a small

multiported register cache and a primary data cache; the data cache holds

thread-specific registers in pinned lines as well as normal cached data. With

this architecture, configuring different amounts of threading and caching sim-

ply involves changing the the amount of data cache reserved for pinning thread-

specific registers.

2. The main challenges in realizing such a two-level malleable storage architecture

are: (1) to support high-bandwidth, low-latency accesses to thread contexts,

and (2) to minimize the data transfer bandwidth required between the mul-

tiported register cache and the primary data cache. This problem is similar

to that of improving the effectiveness of multithreading in architectures with

small register files. We demonstrate that conventional schemes for manag-

ing such two-level storage, namely register caching or register prefetching, are

ineffective in the context of network processors.

3. To realize our two-level malleable storage architecture, we propose a novel

prediction mechanism that overlaps, with a thread’s execution, the prefetching

of only those registers that are needed by the next thread. Our prediction

mechanism exploits the observation that the set of registers accessed during

a thread’s execution starting from a program counter (PC) can be predicted

well by the set of registers accessed by the thread during its previous execution

starting from the same PC.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.1, we moti-

vate and provide an overview of our two-level malleable storage architecture. In

Section 7.2, we demonstrate the inadequacy of conventional techniques—register-

caching and register-prefetching—for managing the two-level storage. Section 7.3

first presents our prediction-based prefetching architecture and then evaluates its
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Register files Data caches Malleable storage

Latency
Low Moderate Low
(1 cycle) (2-8 cycles) (1 cycle)

Bandwidth
High Low High
(up to 3 refs/cycle) (1 ref every 3-4 cycles) (up to 3 refs/cycle)

Capacity
Small Large Large
(256 bytes/thread) (few KBs/thread) (few KBs/thread)

Addressing Index Associative Associative

Table 7.1: Malleable storage: required features

effectiveness. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 7.6.

7.1 A High Level Malleable Architecture

Our design of malleable processors exploits the observation that both multithreading

and data caches require fast memory close to the processor core. While multithread-

ing uses this memory to store context-specific registers, data caches use it to store

data that is likely to be accessed in the near future. Thus, the central challenge

in realizing malleability is to design malleable storage that can be configured as

context-specific registers or as data cache depending on the deployment.

However, the fundamental differences (summarized in Table 7.1) in how these

data are accessed preclude a single common storage structure. Bandwidth required

for register accesses can be almost an order of magnitude larger than that for regular

data. Further, register accesses require substantially lower latency compared to the

what can be tolerated by the data accesses. Finally, the storage capacity required

for thread-specific registers is often much smaller than the typical requirements for

cacheable data (determined by the working set).

Since malleable storage has to simultaneously meet the requirements imposed

by both these types of data, it has to be a large, fast, and high-bandwidth memory
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that also supports associative addressing. Unfortunately, these requirements conflict

with each other; the design of a storage structure must, either give up capacity

for speed and bandwidth (like register files), or sacrifice latency and bandwidth for

capacity and associative addressing (like data caches).

For instance, consider the 26 thread-equivalents of chip area available in the

ideal malleable core discussed in Section 6.4. If this area is used for a traditional

register file with one write and two read ports, its capacity would be limited to

approximately 18KB. Note that this is only about 1/3 of the 58 KB capacity that

can be achieved if the same area is used for a 2-way data cache with 16-byte lines.

However, such a data cache, when compared to the register file, is about 75% slower

and supports only 1/3rd bandwidth. Nonetheless, a malleable architecture should

be able to shift storage back and forth between the thread-specific registers and the

data cache, depending on the deployment characteristics.

To meet these requirements, we propose a malleable storage architecture that

consists of a small multithreaded register cache (MRC) backed by a primary data

cache. The MRC is similar to a conventional register file but acts as a register cache

in which the executing thread can read and write register contents, but may need to

fetch a register value from the backing store. The additional capacity in the MRC

will allow the state of the next thread to be fetched while the current thread is still

executing. This double-buffering approach can be applied to other thread state such

as the PC and condition code registers.

The primary data cache, is divided into two logical partitions: a em data-

partition that holds the regular cacheable data, and a context-partition that holds

the per-thread registers and serves as the backing store for the MRC. The data

cache also supports pinning of lines in the context-partition to prevent the registers

from being evicted. Observe that, evicted registers could result in memory accesses

during thread switches. Such accesses, not only elongate the switch itself, but also
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Figure 7.1: High level architecture of a malleable processor.

defeat the original purpose of switching to a new thread, namely hiding the latency

of a prior memory access made by the current thread.

With this architecture, configuring different amounts of threading and caching

simply involves changing the the amount of data cache allocated to the context-

partition. Figure 7.1 depicts the high-level architecture of a processor core with

our two-level malleable storage structure. We have shown the core to contain a

simple 5-stage in-order execution pipeline similar to those found it today’s network

processors [45].

To meet the requirements for malleable storage effectively, our two-level stor-

age structure must meet the following design three goals:

1. Most register accesses should be served from the MRC as reading register

values from the data cache into the pipeline is slow and consumes critical data

cache bandwidth.

2. The bandwidth consumed by all data transfers between the cache and the

MRC should be minimized.

3. To achieve the greatest flexibility in supporting multithreading and caching,
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the data cache capacity should be maximized. That is, the chip area devoted

to the MRC (and other overheads if any) should be minimized.

Conventional multithreaded approaches in which the register file is replicated

for all active threads is infeasible for a packet processing environment that may at

times want dozens of threads. Prior multithreaded proposals in the context of

general-purpose computing have suggested similar architectures (albeit without the

cache line pinning) in which a small register file is multiplexed over multiple active

threads [60, 61, 75]. These approaches have typically employed conventional caching

or prefetching schemes to manage the transfer of live thread state between the reg-

ister file and the backing store. Unfortunately, as we demonstrate in Section 7.2,

register caching and prefetching techniques are ineffective in packet processing sys-

tems. These techniques do not meet our design goals because, they require very

large MRCs leading to a significant reduction in data cache capacity. While the

register caching requires the chip area to provision the capacity needed to achieve

reasonable hit rates, register prefetching uses the area to provision sufficient data

transfer bandwidth between the MRC and the data cache.

To achieve the three goals, we propose a novel prediction mechanism that

overlaps, with a thread’s execution, the prefetching of only those registers needed by

the next thread (Section 7.3). Our prediction mechanism exploits the observation

that the set of registers accessed during a thread’s execution starting from a program

counter (PC) can be predicted well by the set of registers accessed by the thread

during its previous execution starting from the same PC. This predictive prefetch-

ing combines the strengths of caching and prefetching: prefetching registers early

prevents pipeline stalls during a thread’s execution while the ability to predict and

prefetch only the needed registers minimizes the data transfer bandwidth required

between the data cache and the MRC.
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7.2 Register Caching and Prefetching

Previous studies have proposed similar architectures for virtualizing the register file

on behalf of multiple threads, and have relied on caching or prefetching techniques

for transferring values between the Multithreaded Register cache (MRC) and the

backing store. However, the results of this section demonstrate that architectures

based on these techniques do not utilize the chip area efficiently enough to realize the

full-range of malleability needed in packet processing. We show that these techniques

must devote about half of the available core area (12 out of 26 thread-equivalents) to

the MRC. This means that processors based on simple caching or prefetching cannot

support the approximately 45% of the deployments that need data caches larger than

14 thread-equivalents (See Figure 6.9). Based on the insights we develop into how

these techniques fall short, we derive the key principle of predictive prefetching that

we explain in the next section.
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Figure 7.2: MRC architecture based on register caching
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7.2.1 Register Caching

Figure 7.2 shows the high level architecture of the malleable processor core based

on register caching. Here, the MRC is implemented as a register cache that uses the

context-partition of the data cache as the backing store. In every cycle, the read

stage can issue up to two read requests and the write stage can write one register.

The register cache implements the write-allocate policy and hence, write misses do

not stall the pipeline. However, on a read miss the LRU line is victimized and the

contents are written back if needed. The pipeline stalls until the missing register

is fetched from the data cache. The data cache consists of four banks that are

scheduled according to a fixed priority: load/store has the highest priority, followed

by the misses from the register cache and the fills from off-chip memory. Hence, we

assume, in case of both operands missing in the register cache, the corresponding

fills can proceed simultaneously as long as they do not result in bank conflicts either

with each other or with the reference from memory stage.
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Figure 7.3: Effect of packet trace and number of threads on register cache size
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Impact of Deployment Characteristics: Figure 7.3 shows, for the patricia

application run with ANL and MRA traces, the register cache size required to

achieve 95 and 99% hit-rates as a function of number of simultaneous threads.

We make the main observation that, the working set size grows linearly with the

number of threads because, thread-specific registers (by definition) are not shared

across threads. All the remaining applications, not shown here also experience this

linear growth in working set size.

We also make another interesting observation. In our experiments, we noticed

that, most applications, similar to the patricia application shown here, achieve

higher register cache locality with packet traces from network core. This higher

locality can be explained by observing that in many applications loops, such as trie

walking in patricia, iterate for larger number of times when processing the core

traces. This looping results in repeated accesses to the registers from the loop body,

which in turn results in quick reuse of registers and higher locality. In general, the

higher the looping in the application the higher the effectiveness of register caching.

Chip area Requirements: We measure the chip area requirements of register

caching by focusing on thread-heavy deployments because, these deployments, due

to their large register working set sizes, constitute the most demanding deployments

for register caching. We consider the 26 thread-equivalents of chip area available

in the optimal malleable processor (Section 6.4), and study various combinations

of register and data cache sizes. Table 7.2 shows the minimum register cache sizes

required by the thread-heavy deployments to achieve performance within 5, 10 and

20% of the ideal malleable processor (evaluated in Section 6.4). These miss rates and

the cache sizes we report here represent the optimistic case because, these results

were obtained assuming an optimistic data cache access time of one cycle.

In compute bound applications (bitmap, cast and md5) threads run for a

long time before switching out. Hence, in these applications, the register access
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stream contains relatively long sequences of references from a single thread, which in

turn lead to improved locality and smaller register cache requirements. Interestingly,

applications that are on the other extreme, i.e., most memory intensive (such as drr),

also have small register cache requirements. This is because, in these applications,

although a large number of threads are multiplexed, each thread runs for a brief

period, and hence accesses only a very small number of registers. Finally, small

register cache sizes are also adequate for the application stream because, due to the

its shared data, stream can utilize only a small number of threads.

The large cache size requirements, in all other applications can be explained

by three factors: (1) each MRC miss leads to at least one stalled cycle, (2) register

accesses do not exhibit significant locality [24] as the register allocation algorithms

are not designed to optimize the allocations for locality and, (3) the working set size

grows linearly with the number of threads.

Using Cacti3.2 we determined that a fully associative MRC with three ports

and 1264 bytes of capacity (10% loss) would require approximately 12 thread-

equivalents of chip area (46% of the available 26 thread-equivalents). We exper-

imented with set-associative MRCs as well, and found that they also need similar

amounts of chip area due to the extra capacity required to minimize the conflict

misses. This means, deployments that require a data cache larger than 14 thread-

equivalents (almost 50% of all deployments) experience a substantial reduction in

the available data cache capacity. Thus, we conclude that register caching cannot

achieve the full-range of malleability we desire.

7.2.2 Register Prefetching

The chief drawback of managing the MRC as a cache is that register values are

demand fetched into MRC and the pipeline must stall during the transfer. These

stalls can be eliminated if all the registers for the next thread are prefetched while
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5% Loss 10% Loss 20% Loss
Size Size Size

Application Miss Rate (Bytes) Miss Rate (Bytes) Miss Rate (Bytes)

cast 0.0238 1792 0.0503 64 0.0799 48

checksum 0.0276 624 0.0583 624 0.0927 624

md5 0.0229 896 0.0483 80 0.0767 48

classify 0.0342 1376 0.0722 1248 0.1147 944

patricia 0.0447 880 0.0943 736 0.1497 624

bitmap 0.0241 768 0.0508 32 0.0808 32

bsol 0.0346 1488 0.0731 1216 0.1160 1120

ixp 0.0267 1280 0.0565 1264 0.0897 1232

srtcm 0.0369 1680 0.0779 1152 0.1238 1008

trtcm 0.0405 1600 0.0855 1184 0.1358 992

stream 0.1534 48 0.3238 32 0.5143 16

tswtcm 0.0308 1692 0.0709 1204 0.1190 1032

portscan 0.0436 32 0.0920 16 0.1462 16

vscan 0.0408 1136 0.0861 1024 0.1367 896

drr 0.1308 1424 0.2762 32 0.4386 16

All Apps 1792 1264 1232

Table 7.2: Register cache sizes

the current thread is executing. Figure 7.4 depicts the high-level architecture of a

processor core that implements such register prefetching. Here, the MRC consists

of two register files: (1) the execute-file (e-file) that holds the registers for the

current thread and, (2) the swap-file (s-file) into which the registers of the next

thread are prefetched. When the current thread misses in the data cache, a context

switch happens and the e-file and s-file are swapped. However, if the prefetch is

not complete by the next context switch, the pipeline stalls until the prefetch is

complete.

Chip area Requirements: For this scheme to be effective, the prefetch for the

next thread must finish during the execution of the current thread. This means that,
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Figure 7.4: MRC architecture based on register prefetching

shorter run-lengths (time between successive context-switches) require larger read

and write bandwidth to the MRC and data cache. This makes the thread-heavy de-

ployments the most demanding deployments, since they include smaller data caches,

which in turn lead to higher miss-rates and shorter run-lengths. Table 7.3 shows the

required bandwidths for all the applications if the loss in performance (compared to

the ideal malleable processor) is limited to 5, 10 and 20%.

Thread-J
Switch SwitchThread-K SwitchIdle Thread-K Thread-LSwitch

Available time for prefetching Thread-L’s registers

Figure 7.5: Available time for prefetching

We note that these requirements are optimistic because, we assume a data

cache with a single cycle access latency and infinite bandwidth. Further, we we

maximize the time available for prefetch. We assume, as shown in Figure 7.5, that
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Application
Mean MRC Write BW

Run Length Requirements (Refs/Cycle)
(cycles) 5% Loss 10% Loss 20% Loss

cast 250.45 1 1 1

checksum 18.11 4 3 3

md5 103.98 3 2 2

classify 8.10 13 11 8

patricia 2.9 21 16 13

bitmap 121.89 3 2 1

bsol 6.65 16 13 10

ixp 61.29 2 1 1

srtcm 5.55 16 13 10

trtcm 4.42 21 16 11

tswtcm 9.80 11 7 4

portscan 69.20 4 3 2

stream 7.71 5 3 2

vscan 4.33 16 13 10

drr 7.9 5 3 2

All Apps 21 16 11

Table 7.3: MRC Bandwidth needed for register prefetching

the prefetch for the next thread continues during the context switches and other

idle periods that might occur until the next thread actually begins to run.

Compute intensive applications (cast, md5, and bitmap), have relatively

longer run lengths and hence need smaller bandwidths. On the other hand, applica-

tions that have significant stalls such as drr (Figure 5.7), and applications where the

same thread (that holds the lock) runs multiple times allow more time for prefetch

and hence requires small bandwidths. However, because of all the remaining ap-

plications that require very large bandwidths, to ensure performance comparable

to the ideal malleable processor in all cases, the MRC must be provisioned with

exorbitant write-bandwidth.

Consider an MRC write-bandwidth of 16 refs/cycle—needed to perform within
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10% of the ideal malleable processor. This bandwidth can be supported by a num-

ber of MRC configurations in terms of number of ports and number of banks and

line-widths. We consider all MRC configurations that support 16 writes/cycle for

prefetching, in addition to the 2 reads and 1 write per cycle needed by the pipeline.

The configuration that occupies the smallest chip area (4 ports, 4-register wide lines)

still needs about 15 thread-equivalents (57% of the available 26 thread-equivalents).

Thus, we conclude that overlapping the register prefetching for the next thread with

the execution of the current thread does not achieve the full-range of malleability.

7.3 Our Predictive Prefetching Architecture

This section presents our malleable processor architecture that combines the ad-

vantages of register prefetching and caching. The fundamental idea behind our

architecture is to predict and prefetch only the subset of registers that are accessed

by the next thread to run. First, we evaluate our prediction mechanism and show

that it is highly accurate and imposes no significant overheads in terms of both the

chip area as well as the bandwidth between the MRC and the data cache. We then

demonstrate the effectiveness of our architecture by showing that it performs within

5% of the ideal malleable processor.

The main advantage of caching is that, it fetches into the MRC, only those

registers that are guaranteed to be used (demand fetch). However, caching waits

until it is too late—i.e., the pipeline stalls. Register prefetch addresses this problem

by bringing in the registers early. However, in the process, it sacrifices the main

advantage of caching, namely identifying the useful registers; prefetching brings in

all the registers regardless of whether they are used or not. Thus, while caching

suffers because it is not early enough, prefetching suffers because it is not accurate

enough. We design our scheme to be both, early and accurate. Our scheme predicts

and fetches only those registers that are needed (i.e., accurate) and, it does so before
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Figure 7.6: Our malleable core architecture
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the register values are actually needed (i.e., early).

Our malleable processor architecture, shown in Figure 7.6, consists of two

register files and a predictive prefetcher. The execution-file (e-file) holds the registers

for the current executing thread, while the swap-file (s-file) is used to prefetch the

registers of the next thread that are predicted to be used. Both these files are

provisioned to hold all the 64 registers of a single thread. Each of the registers are

augmented, for the use of the prefetcher, with three management bits: valid (V) read

(R), and modified (M). In addition, the PC where execution resumed and the thread

identifier are captured in the s-file and e-file.

Our prefetching scheme is based on the key insight that the program counter

(PC) of the next thread to execute is a strong predictor of the registers that need to

be loaded into the s-file from the backing store. The predictor is constructed as a set

of per-thread tables, which we assume to have 32-entries each; the table is indexed

by hashing the program counter of the next thread to run. Each table entry holds

a 64-bit vector that indicates which registers are to be prefetched before the thread

begins to run. Because the predictor table is only accessed on a thread switch and

only one or two entries need to be accessed per thread switch (one for the outgoing

thread and one for the incoming thread), we can safely store the tables in pinned

cache lines and avoid constructing additional hardware structures. Likewise, the PC

and condition code registers of the idle threads can be stored in pinned cache lines.

According to our estimates, our example processor core has room for 54KB

of data cache, which we subdivide into 4 interleaved banks to increase the average

bandwidth. We implement cache pinning by disabling one or more ways of the set-

associative cache by adding a pinned bit to each cache line. Load and store marked

as pinned will not consult the tag array and access the addressed data array directly.

Normal loads and stores use the remaining cache capacity as a less associative cache.

In our experiments we use a 2-way set associative cache; Section 7.4 shows that
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even with 26 threads, we still consume less than half of the cache capacity in pinned

lines, allowing all of the data address space to be cached in at least a direct mapped

fashion.

We describe the operation of this processor in detail, by explaining three of

its major functions: execution of the current thread, processing the thread switches,

and prefetching the registers for the next thread. In the following paragraphs, we use

the terms crnt, prev and next to denote, respectively, the thread that is currently

running on the pipeline, the thread that ran immediately before crnt and the thread

that is going to run immediately after crnt.

Execution: Here, we focus only on how the register accesses from the pipeline

stages are handled. All the remaining aspects of the processor work just as they

would in any other simple RISC processor. Register write requests never stall the

pipeline; the register contents are overwritten and the corresponding M bit is set.

However, on a read request for a register that is not valid (i.e., V bit is reset), pipeline

stalls until the missing register is demand fetched from the data cache.

Unlike the write requests, not all read requests set the corresponding R bit.

This is because, the purpose of the R bits is to identify the set of registers that should

be prefetched when the thread next executes the same code again. Observe, that

we need to prefetch only registers that are read before they are written. Registers

that are first written need not be prefetched because, they can be allocated when

the write occurs and the pipeline does not stall. Hence, we set the R bit only when

an unwritten register (with the M bit reset) is read. The crnt thread is switched out

when it misses in the data cache and requires a long latency memory access.

Thread switch: On a thread switch, the two register files s-file and e-file are

swapped. At this instant, crnt thread becomes the prev and the next thread be-

comes the crnt. Then, the prefetcher performs the two functions: consult the pre-
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dictor table for the next thread to determine the registers that need to be prefetched

and update the predictor table for the prev thread. The next thread to run and

the PC from where it resumes execution are determined by examining the head of

the queue of ready threads.

In order to update the predictor tables of prev the prefetcher extracts, from

the s-file, the following four quantities: (1) the thread ID of prev, (2) the PC from

where it started its last execution, (3) a map of all R bits and (4) the bitmap that

records the registers that were prefetched for prev for its last run. While, the thread

ID selects the table to be updated, the PC and the bitmap of all R bits are used to

create the new entry to be inserted. However, we eliminate most updates (quantified

later in this section) by means of a simple optimization. Observe that, an update

is unnecessary if the set of registers that have the R bit set is the same as the set

of registers that were prefetched; that is, the new entry that needs to be inserted

already exists in the table. Hence, the prefetcher eliminates the update if the two

bitmaps extracted from the s-file match.

Prefetching: First, the prefetcher determines the registers that were left modified

by the prev thread by extracting, out of s-file, a bitmap of the M bits for all the

registers. We assume, that the prefetcher knows the cache bank that is being used

by the load/store unit. It then considers all the registers to be prefetched as well

as the registers that must be written back. In each cycle, the prefetcher selects a

subset of these registers to be processed such that the maximum number of cache

banks can be utilized while ensuring the contents of a modified register are written

back before the corresponding register for the next thread is prefetched. Thus, in

each cycle more than one register may be prefetched. To exploit this parallelism,

the register files must support more than one write-ports. If the the crnt thread

makes a memory access and a thread-switch happens, the pipeline is stalled until

the prefetch is completed. At the end of the prefetch, the the s-file is updated with
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the thread ID of next, its starting PC and the bitmap of all the registers prefetched.

7.4 Evaluation of the Prediction Scheme

In this section we first demonstrate that our PC based prediction scheme is extremely

accurate in determining the registers needed during the next run. We then consider

the overheads imposed by this scheme and show that they can be managed without

significant performance penalty.

7.4.1 Accuracy

To evaluate the accuracy, we simulate the prefetching scheme for all applications

under all deployments. We measure miss-rate, defined as the fraction of register

references that resulted in data cache accesses, because the predictor failed to an-

ticipate their usage.
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Figure 7.7: Mean registers fetches per switch: oracle vs. ours

Figure 7.7 compares, for each application, the average number of registers

prefetched by our predictor to that of an oracle prefetcher; the dark bars represent

our scheme. Figure 7.8 shows the maximum miss-rate observed over all the deploy-
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ments. The main observations are that (1) a very small fraction of the 64 registers

need to be fetched on a thread switch and our scheme is very close to the oracle.

(2) the miss-rate of our predictor is extremely small for all the applications. Even

the worst suffering application, patricia has a miss-rate of less than 2%.

This high accuracy can be explained by two observations. First, there is a

good correlation between the PC and the control flow; this correlation forms the

basis for many branch prediction and trace-caching schemes. Second, since registers

are hard coded in the instructions, a given sequence of instructions always produces

the same sequence of register accesses. That is, the current PC is a strong predictor

of the sequence of instructions to follow and therefore the register accesses to follow.

In general, the more complicated the control flow is, the worse the prediction accu-

racy. For instance, the application that suffered the highest miss-rate, patricia, is

taken from an OS kernel and hence, has a very complex control-flow that includes

many goto statements.
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Figure 7.9: Maximum predictor table size (entries).

7.4.2 Chip Area Overheads

Figure 7.9 shows, for each application and over all the deployments, the maximum

size (in number of entries) of the predictor table. Except for the outlier stream,

the table sizes remain fairly small. The intuitive reason for these small sizes is

that, packet processing applications only execute a small portion of the code under

normal conditions. The bulk of the code addresses error conditions that rarely

happen. Further, cache misses are typically correlated with a subset of the load and

store instructions [56]. Consequently, even within the code for normal processing,

only a subset of PCs cause misses and hence thread switches.

While the per-thread table sizes need not be fixed in stone (since they are

to be stored in the data cache), Figure 7.9 indicates that 32 entries is sufficient

for all applications except stream. Such applications that desire larger tables will

experience aliasing that could reduce predictor accuracy and performance. Since

each entry is 8 bytes, a thread needs 512 bytes of storage for its predictor table. To

capture the thread’s context of 64 32-bit registers requires an additional 256 bytes,

for a total less than 1 KB per thread. Recall that the available area of 26 thread
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equivalents allows a data cache size of 54 KB. Hence, configurations of up to 26

threads will consume less than half of the data cache capacity, leaving the rest for

cached data structures. In the extreme, the malleable processor could be configured

with as many as 54 threads and no cache. If the predictor tables were adjusted to

capture the 185 entries necessary for stream, the per-thread storage would still be

less than 2KB, allowing a 26 thread configuration with no cache.

Application

Mean Bandwidth
Requirements (refs/cycle)

Write back Prefetch Demand fetch Predictor read

bitmap 0.0452 0.0670 0.0056 0.0091

bsol 0.3310 0.4375 0.0102 0.1290

cast 0.0562 0.0721 0.0048 0.0040

checksum 0.2206 0.3310 0.00 0.0552

classify 0.4278 0.6673 0.0102 0.1287

drr 0.2917 0.4375 0.0000 0.1250

ixp 0.1633 0.1968 0.0022 0.0163

md5 0.0675 0.0869 0.0034 0.0096

patricia 0.4825 0.8440 0.0411 0.2779

portscan 0.2200 0.0070 0.0120 0.0160

srtcm 0.4800 0.7600 0.0037 0.1800

stream 0.2059 0.3377 0.0120 0.1203

trtcm 0.4839 0.8387 0.0040 0.2258

tswtcm 0.4490 0.7143 0.0044 0.1020

vscan 0.0201 0.6002 0.1501 0.1902

Table 7.4: Bandwidth requirements of our architecture - per operation

7.4.3 Bandwidth Overheads

We measure, over all deployments, the bandwidth needed for each of the following

functions: (1) writing back the dirty registers, (2) prefetching the registers before

the run, (3) register fetches due to demand misses, and (4) prefetcher accesses to the

predictor tables. Table 7.4 shows, for these four categories, the maximum bandwidth
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Application

Mean Bandwidth
Requirements (refs/cycle)
MRC D-cache

Read Write Read Write

bitmap 0.0452 0.0726 0.0817 0.0452

bsol 0.3310 0.4477 0.5767 0.3310

cast 0.0562 0.0769 0.0809 0.0562

checksum 0.2206 0.3310 0.3862 0.2206

classify 0.4278 0.6775 0.8062 0.4278

drr 0.2917 0.4375 0.5625 0.2917

ixp 0.1633 0.1990 0.2153 0.1633

md5 0.0675 0.0903 0.0999 0.0675

patricia 0.4825 0.8851 1.1630 0.4825

portscan 0.2200 0.0190 0.0350 0.2200

srtcm 0.4800 0.7637 0.9437 0.4800

stream 0.2059 0.3497 0.4700 0.2059

trtcm 0.4839 0.8427 1.0685 0.4839

tswtcm 0.4490 0.7187 0.8207 0.4490

vscan 0.0201 0.7503 0.9405 0.0201

Table 7.5: Bandwidth Requirements of our architecture - per structure

needed by each application. Table 7.5 presents the same results along another

taxonomy of the bandwidth requirements; it combines the individual components

into requirements for data cache and the MRC. We make the main observation that

these bandwidths are fairly small, and hence can be easily provisioned in practice.

Note that we do not show the bandwidth needed to write the predictor table entries

because, the optimization explained in 7.3 that detects and eliminates unnecessary

table updates and reduces the write bandwidth to less than 0.001 refs/cycle.
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7.5 Effectiveness of our Malleable Architecture

In this subsection we evaluate the effectiveness of our malleable processor. First,

we explain the parameters of our experimental setup. We then, present the results

that compare, for all the deployment scenarios, the performance of our architecture

to the ideal malleable processor and the state-of-the-art IXP2800.

Experimental Setup: The following describes, in detail, the model of the mal-

leable processor we use in the experiments of this section.

Pipeline: This processor and memory system model correspond to the parameters

described in Section 6.1. Deployments multiplex up to 26 threads over this

pipeline. Thread switches happen on data cache misses and take a minimum of

2 cycles. We assume a perfect instruction fetch that never stalls the pipeline.

MRC: The MRC consists of the two register files described in Section 7.3. We

provision both these register files with two read/write ports and one exclu-

sive write port (three ports total), resulting in a total write bandwidth of 3

refs/cycle. These ports will accommodate both the desired average bandwidth

shown in Table 7.5 and effectively utilize idle cache banks to transfer up to

three register values per cycle to or from the data cache, thus speeding up the

thread switch. Compared to the traditional register files with one write and

two read ports, these register files are about 3% slower. We take this slowdown

into account when we carry out the performance comparison.

Data cache: We use a 4-banked, 2-way set associative cache with 16-byte lines. The

MRC described above requires approximately 2 thread equivalents of chip area;

the remaining 24 thread equivalents accommodate a data cache of 54 KB. This

data cache is about 75% slower than the MRC, resulting in an access time of

2 cycles. However, we assume that the data cache is pipelined and hence can
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accept a new request every cycle.

Cache bank scheduler: The cache scheduler implements a simple fixed priority.

Requests from the memory stage of the pipeline are given the highest priority.

Demand misses from the operand read stage have the second highest priority.

All the prefetch related requests and the fills from main memory are served at

the lowest priority.

The simulation of this processor is driven by the same execution traces used

in our earlier experiments. While these traces do not contain the accesses made to

the stack data (Section 3.2.1), we account for the cache bank contention caused by

these accesses. The most memory intensive of our applications makes a stack access

only every other cycle. Hence, we conservatively assume that during each cycle, one

of the four cache banks is taken up by these stack accesses. To account for worst-case

contention due these accesses, on each cycle, the cache bank scheduler assumes that

the stack access takes away the cache bank that has at least one prefetch reference

pending. Hence, we believe the our performance numbers constitute a pessimistic

scenario for our malleable processor.
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Figure 7.10: Performance of our architecture relative to IXP2800
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Figure 7.11: Performance of our architecture relative to the optimal-fixed architec-
ture (6 cores each with 7 threads and 45 thread equivalents of data cache)

Comparison with Fixed Architectures: Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show for each

deployment scenario, the relative performance of our architecture with respect to:

(1) the IXP2800 and (2) the optimal-fixed architecture that has 6 cores each with 7

threads and 45 thread equivalents of data cache (Section 6.4). The bars in each fig-

ure show the fraction of the deployments in which our malleable processor achieves

a given performance improvement and the curve above the bars shows, for a given

performance improvement of x, the percentage of the deployments where the our

malleable processor achieves an improvement of at least x. The Figure 7.10 shows

that, when compared to IXP2800, our malleable architecture improves the through-

put by at least 100% in 38% of the deployments, and by at least 300% in as many

as 25% of the deployments. Even when compared to the optimal-fixed configura-

tion, our malleable architecture improves performance by at least 60% in 35% of the

deployments, and by at least 70% in about 25% of the deployments.

Comparison with the Ideal Malleable Processor: Recall that, as discussed in

Section 6.4, the ideal malleable architecture has the capability to partition its storage

arbitrarily between cache and registers without being constrained by the realities
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of register files and cache design. Thus, it can match, in all possible configurations

(i.e., all combinations of threads-per-core and cache-per-core), the performance of

the fixed architecture with the exact same configuration. That is, ideal malleable

architecture does not sacrifice performance to achieve malleability. Figure 7.12 shows

that our architecture performs, in as many as 93% of the deployments, within 3% of

the ideal malleable processor. Further the maximum loss of 5% happens in less than

1% of the deployments. In most deployments, a large fraction of this loss can be

explained by the longer access latency of MRC compared to the traditional register

files.
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Figure 7.12: Performance of our architecture relative to the Ideal malleable archi-
tecture

Comparison with the Hypothetical Fully Configurable Processor: The

HFC-processor described in Chapter 6, allows the chip area to be traded off among

all three dimensions of flexibility: the number of processors, the number of threads-

per-core, and the amount of cache-per-core. This fully configurable processor cannot

be realized due to the fixed nature of execution pipelines. However, we use it as

a benchmark to quantify the extent to which the fundamental tradeoff between

locality and parallelism is enabled in our architecture.
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Figure 7.13: Our architecture vs. the hypothetical fully configurable processor

Figure 7.13 shows the relative performance of our malleable processor with

respect to the HFC-processor. Note that this is the same metric (described in

Section 6.1) we employed in comparing various fixed and the malleable architectures

in Chapter 6. We observe that our architecture performs within 10% of the fully

configurable processor in 63% of the deployments and within 20% in 75% of the

deployments.

Figure 7.14 shows how the loss in throughput, (compared to the fully con-

figurable processor), is distributed over the deployment space; it compares the cu-

mulative distribution functions (CDF) of loss for four architectures: IXP2800, the

optimal-fixed, the ideal malleable, and our realizable malleable. As can be seen

from the figure, our architecture achieve performance very close to that of the ideal

malleable processor.

Thus we conclude that our realizable malleable processor not only achieves

impressive performance gains over the state of the art and fixed architectures in

general, but also obtains most of the performance of the much more capable hypo-

thetical fully configurable processor.
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Figure 7.14: Effectiveness of our malleable architecture

Summary: This chapter presents our versatile malleable processor architecture

that supports a fixed number of cores, but allows a programmer to configure threads-

per-core and cache-per-core appropriately to match the deployment requirements.

First, we argue that the circuit-level techniques are ineffective in realizing a malleable

store that facilitates the tradeoff between threads and data cache capacity. We also

show that existing architectural techniques that are based on register caching and

prefetching do not utilize the chip area efficiently enough to realize the full-range of

malleability needed in packet processing.

We then present our architecture. We achieve the desired malleability by

combining two concepts. First, we propose an architecture consisting of a small

multiported register cache and a primary data cache; the data cache holds thread-

specific registers in pinned lines as well as normal cached data. Second, to ensure

high-bandwidth, low-latency access to thread contexts as well as to minimize the

data transfer bandwidth required between the multiported register cache and pri-

mary data cache, we propose a novel prediction mechanism that overlaps, with a
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thread’s execution, the prefetching of only those registers needed by the next thread.

We show that our prediction scheme is highly accurate and imposes no signifi-

cant overheads in terms of both chip area as well as the bandwidth between the MRC

and the data cache. We then demonstrate the effectiveness of our architecture. In

as many as 25% of the deployments we consider, the proposed architecture improves

throughput by at least 300% as compared to Intel’s IXP2800 NP, a state-of-the-art

commercial network processor.

7.6 Related Work

Network Processor Architectures: Most of the recent research in architectures

for packet processing is focused on the memory subsystem. Sherwood proposed a

wide and highly pipelined memory architecture, assuming a fixed, latency-tolerant

collection of processor cores [70]. Hasan examined methods of better exploiting

DRAM row-locality for specifically for packet header and payload [41]. A Memory

hierarchy designed for a specific lookup scheme is presented in [18]. Special-purpose

route-cache, hardware has been proposed for the route lookup and a similar but

more general problem of Layer-4 classification in [26] and [84] respectively. As for

network processor architectures, traditional architectures such as SMT, superscalar,

and CMP have been evaluated for their ability to extract ILP in packet processing

applications in [29, 30]. In contrast, our work focuses on mechanisms to make

network processor architectures more tolerant to memory latencies.

Multithreading and Register Management: In general-purpose computing,

register caching has been proposed as a means to increasing the number of simulta-

neous threads that can be supported for given chip area [60]. Effectiveness of register

caches in VLIW machines is examined in [85]. More recently, [21, 24, 61, 64] pro-

pose utilizing register caching to speed up accesses to large physical register files in
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SMT and wide superscalar processors. None of these studies consider a fixed area

budget or trade off area between register and data caches. The techniques proposed

in [24, 61, 64] exploit characteristics of physical register accesses and register renam-

ing to implement register caching. Further, they focus only on latency reduction

and assume backing stores with large bandwidths (larger but slower register files

with multiple ports). Finally, the scheme proposed in [24] needs a predictor table

with thousands of entries leading to chip area overheads unacceptable in our set-

ting. The general technique of double buffered register files was examined in [75].

The authors consider classical multiprocessor systems and distributed applications

that use threads to hide synchronization latencies among cooperating tasks. Regis-

ter prefetching is effective for these applications because of their much longer run

lengths; typically thousands of instructions execute between synchronization events.

Configurable Architectures: While the bulk of prior work in configurable ar-

chitectures has come from the FPGA domain, work on coarser grained configurable

architectures has more recently emerged. One example is that of Balasubramonian

which dynamically reconfigures microarchitectural structures to reduce energy con-

sumption [20]. Mai designed and built a reconfigurable memory block capable of

supporting cache and FIFO configurations [55]. Finally, TRIPS proposed a config-

urable memory bank that can be configured as cache or physical memory [69].
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

The ideal packet processing platform must be easily programmable to perform com-

plex packet processing at very high rates. Such a system facilitates easy experi-

mentation, fosters innovation, and allows applications to utilize the high-bandwidth

links of today’s Internet. However, current packet processing systems are still very

difficult to program.

A major reason for this difficulty lies in how these systems address the mem-

ory access overhead. While memory bottleneck has been a concern for much of

computing, it is aggravated further in packet processing due to: (1) memory inten-

sive nature of packet processing and, (2) the exponential growth in link-bandwidths

over the past decade. Further, the memory access behavior of the packet processing

applications is poorly understood.

Current packet processing systems provide a wide-array of mechanisms such

as: multi-level memory hierarchy, hardware multithreading, and non-blocking multi-

word memory references, etc. However, this practice of supporting many mecha-

nisms without clear guidelines for their usage complicates programmability. This is

because, the programmer is often left with the difficult task of judiciously blending

these mechanisms into a coherent strategy to address the memory overhead. Second,
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it leads to unnecessary hardware complexity and wasted system resources such as

chip area (and off-chip memory bandwidth).

In this dissertation we consider the problem of building a packet process-

ing platform that achieves the twin-goals of high packet throughput and ease of

programming. We ask the two fundamental questions: (1) what minimal set of

mechanisms should a packet processing system support to achieve simultaneously

the goals of high throughput and ease-of-programming? and (2) how should one al-

locate common system resources such as chip area and off-chip memory bandwidth

to these competing mechanisms?

We start from first principles and perform a thorough analysis of data access

patterns observed in a large number of packet processing applications driven by

real packet traces. We show that, to simultaneously achieve the above two goals

under a wide-variety of deployment scenarios, a packet processing platform should

(1) support both data caching and multithreading, and (2) be malleable to allow

fast memory to be traded off between data caching and multithreading. We develop

microarchitectural techniques to achieve this malleability and demonstrate that for

the same chip area and memory bandwidth, our malleable architecture achieves

throughput that is, within 5% of an ideal hypothetical malleable architecture, and

up to four times that of the current commercial systems.

The following list summarizes the major contributions of this dissertation:

1. We demonstrate that, contrary to the widely-held belief [27, 54] data accesses

in packet processing exhibit considerable locality. (Section 4.2).

2. Traditional data caches—generally not supported in today’s packet processing

systems—dominate all the other latency exploiting mechanisms. However,

because of the memory-intensive nature of packet processing, cache misses

can cause significant processor stalls. Hence, exploiting data-locality alone is

insufficient to achieve high throughput. (Section 5.2.4)
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3. Although multithreading is effective in hiding memory access latency, when

used in isolation, it is insufficient to achieve high throughput. This is because,

the effectiveness of multithreading is severely limited by constraints on off-chip

memory bandwidth, context-switch overhead, and serialization due to shared

read-write data (Section 5.3).

4. A hybrid system that includes both data caching and multithreading can

achieve good performance because these two techniques complement each

other. Further, this system simplifies programming because the program-

mer does not have to explicitly manage data layout and thread scheduling

(Section 5.4).

5. We consider a large number of deployment scenarios and show that a number

of application, trace and system characteristics have significant influence on

the balance among multiprocessing, multithreading and data caching. We find

that static partitioning of chip area among these mechanisms, even when it is

optimal, leads to poor performance for many deployments. (Sections 6.2, 6.3)

6. We demonstrate that a malleable architecture—that supports fixed number

of cores, but within each core, allows the number of threads and amount of

cache to be configured to match the needs of a deployment scenario—improves

packet throughput significantly (Section 6.4).

7. We develop a malleable core design that is based on the key idea of predicting

and prefetching only those registers that are needed during the execution of the

next thread. Our predictor is extremely accurate, and imposes only negligible

overheads in terms of chip area and data cache bandwidth. We show that

our processor achieves, for all scenarios, performance that is within 5% of the

ideal malleable processor core (Section 7.3).
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In addition to simplifying the programmability and improving the effective-

ness of packet processing systems, our findings lay the foundation for managing data

accesses for the broader class of high-throughput, request-processing systems.

8.1 Future Work

We categorize the future work along the following three major questions: (1) How

to exercise the malleability? (2) How to further automate the data layout? and (3)

How to extend our insights to other high-throughput systems?

Exercising the Malleability: Our malleable processor core allows the number of

threads and amount of cache per core to be configured to suit the deployment. The

right balance between the number of threads and amount of cache can be determined

either at compile time or at run-time.

At compile time, we can utilize the Shangri-la profiler [78] to quantify the

primary factors—such as the working set size, typical run-lengths—-that influence

this balance. These data can then be used to perform a comparative evaluation of

all thread-cache configurations and determine the best configuration.

However, the main drawback of this straightforward approach is that, it

requires a representative packet trace; as shown in Section 6.2 the characteristics of

the packet traffic can have significant impact on the balance between multithreading

and caching. Thus, the resulting code is closely tied to the packet trace used in

profiling and hence, the system may not be robust to traffic fluctuations.

Further, profiling needs significant amounts of computation and disk storage.

For instance, some of our experiments, that perform analysis similar to that carried

out by the Shangri-la profiler, require about 25 hours of computation on a 2.8GHz

Pentium IV processor. They also need tens of gigabytes of disk space to hold the

various intermediate results along with the packet and execution traces.
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Observe, however, the basic design of our malleable architecture does not

require the balance to be determined at compile time; number of threads (and

hence amount of cache) can be changed at run-time. Techniques that can exploit

this run-time malleability and shift the balance between threads and cache to suit

the current traffic conditions can have two major advantages.

1. These techniques can simplify the programming substantially. Programmers

can develop applications without having to carefully optimize them for an

expected traffic and the system automatically selects the most effective thread-

cache combination.

2. These techniques make the systems robust and easy to deploy since systems

that exploit run-time malleability can automatically adapt to traffic fluctua-

tions.

Inventing techniques that can exploit run-time malleability raises many in-

teresting questions; the list below identifies the important ones.

How to detect the need for change in the balance? The system must be monitored

to determine if a change in the balance is needed. This in turn leads to the

two questions: What system parameters should be monitored? How to limit

the run-time overhead while ensuring timely response to fluctuations in the

traffic?

How should the balance be shifted? The conditions that trigger reduction in cache

size and increase in the number of threads and vice versa must be clearly

identified. Further, the needed extent of the shift in the balance must be

determined. That is, the schemes should answer the question: How much

cache capacity should be used to create new threads or how many threads

should be converted into data cache?
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How to ensure system stability? The techniques must prevent continuous adap-

tations that may lead to thrashing. The process of adaption itself must be

robust. That is, it should not be possible for some malicious traffic to force

the system to continuously adapt.

How to prove that these techniques always converge on the right balance? The

techniques must not get stuck at local optima. Ideally, the techniques should

make it easy to prove that they operate the system in a regime that is close

to the global optimum.

Further Automating the Data Layout: As discussed in Section 5.4, our mal-

leable architecture eliminates most of the difficulties today’s programmers face in

determining the data layout. An interesting extension to our work that can fur-

ther simplify the programmability is, to automatically address the coherence re-

quirements of the read-write data that can be simultaneously modified by multiple

packets.

In most packet processing applications, read-write data are often accessed by

a single flow—a sequence of packets exchanged between two application end points.

Based on this observation, our current architectural model (Section 6.1), achieves

coherence by pinning flows to processors. That is, it ensures that all the packets

of a flow are processed by the same processor, thus allowing the corresponding

flow-specific data to be cached at that processor. However, since packet rates can

very significantly over time, within as well as across flows, flow-pinning can lead to

imbalance among processors. This can result in some processor cores idling while

others are backlogged.

This load imbalance can be addressed by placing all the shared read-write

data in a memory level that is accessible to all the processors (possibly a central on-

chip cache). This approach achieves coherence trivially, by completely eliminating
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the replication. Further, it allows each incoming packets to be processed on any of

the processor cores, thus achieving a more even load distribution. However, now the

accesses to the shared data take longer since, the lower levels of memory hierarchy

are often slower. These slower accesses to shared read-write data in turn can lead

to longer stalls.

Thus, placing the shared read-write data in local caches can improve utiliza-

tion by reducing stalls due to memory accesses, but may introduce idle periods due

to load imbalance. On the other hand, placing the shared read-write data in a lower

level memory improves the load balance and hence reduces the chances for a core to

idle. However the slower accesses to the shared data lead to longer stalls. Develop-

ing a clear understanding of the factors that influence this tradeoff and automating

the placement of shared read-write data can simplify the programming significantly.

Other Throughput Computing Systems: We believe our malleable processor

architecture provides an effective platform for other throughput computing domains

as well. For instance, web servers share many similarities with current packet pro-

cessing systems as they are often limited by the memory bottleneck and their request

streams, such as HTTP, can exhibit good locality as well as high degree of paral-

lelism. Investigating how malleable processors can help in building robust, high

throughput web servers is topic for our future research.

General-purpose Computing: A number of researchers have recently begun to

address how to build large register files with 1000s of registers without sacrificing

on latency [21, 24, 61, 64, 85]. Such register files are desirable for reasons such as,

scalable support for multithreading, efficient utilization of available issue-width in

superscalar processors and reduction in memory traffic [61, 73]. We expect that

our insight into the predictability of register usage will hold in general purpose

application codes as well. Further, since our prediction mechanism does not require
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complicated recovery in case of misprediction, an interesting avenue for future work

is to explore using register usage prediction to address the problem of designing

large, yet fast register-files.
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